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Metamemory is “knowing about knowing” (Flavell, 1971) and is theorized as a
cognitive process that monitors and controls the memory system (Flavell & Wellman,
1975; Nelson & Narens, 1990). The predominate finding in the metamemory and aging
literature is that metamemory is unimpaired by aging, even when memory is impaired by
aging (Eakin & Hertzog, 2006; 2012; Connor, Hertzog, & Dunlosky, 1997; Hertzog,
Sinclair, & Dunlosky, 2010; Eakin, Hertzog, & Harris, 2014, but see Souchay, Moulin,
Clarys, Taconnat, & Isingrini, 2007). However, a study examining metamemory for
emotional words suggests older adults may show metamemory impairment when
predicting memory for emotional words (Tauber & Dunlosky, 2012). This finding
challenges the supposition that metamemory is unimpaired with aging. The purpose of
the current study was to expand on the results from Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) to
determine whether their findings were due to methodological issues rather than agerelated deficits in metamemory.
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INTRODUCTION
Metamemory is defined as “knowing about knowing” (Flavell, 1971) and is
theorized to be a cognitive process that monitors and controls the memory system
(Flavell & Wellman, 1975; Nelson & Narens, 1990). The predominate finding in the
metamemory and aging literature is that metamemory is not impaired by aging, even in
cases in which memory is impaired by aging (Eakin & Hertzog, 2006; 2012; Connor,
Hertzog, & Dunlosky, 1997; Hertzog, Sinclair, & Dunlosky, 2010; Eakin, Hertzog, &
Harris, 2014, but see Souchay, Moulin, Clarys, Taconnat, & Isingrini, 2007). This
research suggests that older adults could use metamemory to bolster memory processes
affected by aging. However, a study examining metamemory judgments for words that
vary in terms of emotional valence suggests that older adults may show metamemory
impairment when predicting the impact of emotional valence on memory (Tauber &
Dunlosky, 2012). This finding brings into question the supposition that metamemory is
not impaired with aging. The purpose of the current study was to expand on the results
from Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) to determine whether their findings were due to
methodological issues, as will be identified, rather than age-related deficits in
metamemory.

1

Metamemory
Metamemory is the process of assessing of one’s own memory (Flavell, 1971).
Metamemory is typically measured by inserting a memory judgment phase before or after
one of the three stages of memory: encoding, retention, and retrieval. Encoding is the
process during which information is learned, and retrieval is the process used to access
previously encoded information. Retention is the period between encoding and retrieval,
and although it is not an active process, metamemory can be measured within this
retention period (Nelson & Narens, 1990). Metamemory can be measured at—as well as
before and after—each of these phases.
Metamemory judgments are typically prospective; predictions are given about
future retrieval performance. For instance, Judgments of Learning (JOLs)—used in the
current study—are predictions made during the encoding process about how well studied
information will be remembered on a future test. Metamemory predictions are often made
using a probability scale of 0% (certain not to remember) to 100% (certain to remember).
Metamemory predictions are evaluated in three different ways. First, sensitivity is the
mean magnitude of metamemory predictions; the pattern in metamemory sensitivity in
terms of the experimental factors is compared to the pattern in memory performance to
those factors in order to informally assess how the experimental factors impacted each
process (Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2008). Second, calibration, or absolute accuracy, is the
degree to which predicted memory corresponds with actual memory (Dunlosky &
Metcalfe, 2008). A calibration curve representing perfect calibration is created by
plotting memory and metamemory against each other. Actual metamemory and memory
correspondence is plotted along the curve for each test item; points above the curve
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indicate overconfidence, points under the curve indicate under confidence. Third, relative
accuracy, or resolution, is the degree to which predicted memory is correlated with actual
memory on an item-by-item basis (Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2008). Goodman-Kruskal
gamma correlations between predicted recall (JOLs) and actual recall are used to measure
JOL accuracy (Goodman & Kruskal, 1954). This correlation is used when continuous
variables—such as JOLs—are correlated with categorical variables, such as recall, and
has been the standard method of calculating accuracy in the metamemory literature
(Nelson, T., 1984), although other methods have been used, such as Hamman correlations
(Schraw, 2009) and, more recently, mixed-effects modeling (Murayama, Sakaki, Yan, &
Smith, 2014). The current study reports both JOL sensitivity and JOL accuracy using
gamma correlations.
Although metamemory predictions are intended to forecast memory outcome,
theoretically people do not have direct access to the memory process when making their
predictions (Koriat, 1993). The direct access hypothesis suggests that people have direct
access to the strength of the memory trace; therefore metamemory predictions are based
entirely on memory (Hart, 1967; Nelson et al., 1984). For this reason, the direct access
hypothesis predicts that memory and metamemory are always associated, and
metamemory is always accurate (Hart, 1967; Nelson et al., 1984). However, memory and
metamemory are often dissociated, and metamemory can be far from accurate (Eakin,
2005; Zimmerman & Kelley, 2010)
Dissociations and inaccurate metamemory predictions occur because judgments
are actually inferences about future memory performance based on several theorized
heuristics. This heuristic-based account suggests that different types of cues inform
3

heuristics, including intrinsic cues, extrinsic cues, and mnemonic cues (Koriat, 1993;
Metcalfe et al., 1993). Intrinsic cues are characteristics of the study items themselves.
These can include cues such as word frequency, or how often the word is encountered,
and intrinsic emotional valence. Intrinsic emotional valence is measured by normative
ratings of emotion and refers to whether the word is widely viewed as positive, neutral, or
negative. Extrinsic cues are characteristics of the learning condition such as study time or
study repetition. For example, participants may give higher metamemory predictions to
items they studied longer or studied more often. Mnemonic cues refer to cues that are
internal to the participant. These cues provide information such as cue familiarity, how
familiar one is with each cue, and cue accessibility, the amount of information comes to
the participant’s mind for each item. Participants using this cue give higher predictions to
words that are more familiar, or that bring to mind lots of information. Another cue
internal to participants is their personal experience of emotional valence. This mnemonic
emotional valence is different from intrinsic emotional valence. Rather than being based
on a general view of emotional valence, this mnemonic cue is based on how the word
makes individual participants feel, rather than how the word is widely viewed. It is
important to distinguish between emotional valence intrinsic to the word and emotional
valence internal to the participant, because the current study examines whether these two
cues influence JOLs differently.
The current study used a JOL metamemory paradigm to test the effects of
emotional valence on metamemory and memory for both younger and older adults.
Participants studied single words that varied in terms of emotional valence; half of the
words were positive and half were neutral. After studying each word, participants made
4

JOLs using a 0 (certain not to recall)-100 (certain to recall) probability scale to assess the
degree to which they predicted they would remember the word on a later memory test.
JOLs were made on each word immediately after that word was studied. After a retention
period, participants wrote down all of the words they could remember from the study
phase. The effect of emotional valence on memory was evaluated by comparing the
proportion of positive versus neutral words recalled by both younger and older adults.
Metamemory was evaluated by comparing metamemory sensitivity and accuracy for
positive versus neutral words for both age groups. Based on previous research (Charles,
Mather, & Carstensen, 2003; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Tauber & Dunlosky, 2012;
Zimmerman & Kelley, 2010), emotional valence was predicted to impact both memory
and metamemory. The literature reviewed will help to inform what that impact might be.
Literature citing the emotional salience effect (Charles, Mather, & Carstensen, 2003;
Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Tauber & Dunlosky, 2012; Zimmerman & Kelley, 2010),
suggests that free recall and JOL magnitude will be higher for positive versus neutral
words.
Emotional Valence Effects on Memory and Metamemory
Emotional valence can be defined as how positive or negative the inherent
emotional quality of a word or picture is (Lang et al., 1993). For example, words
associated with positive emotions (e.g. fame, fortune) are said to have positive valence,
whereas words with negative connotations (e.g. murder, doom) are said to have negative
valence. Emotional valence has been shown to differentially impact memory; typically
emotional words are more likely to be remembered than neutral words (Kensinger &
Corkin, 2003). However, the effect of the valence of emotional words on memory has
5

been shown to impact younger and older adults differently. Younger adults tend to show
a negativity bias (Kensinger, Garoff-Eaton, & Schacter, 2003; Kensinger & Schacter,
2008, Charles et al., 2003)) by remembering more negative than positive or neutral
words. Conversely, older adults tend to show a positivity bias by remembering more
positive than negative or neutral words (Charles et al., 2003; Mather & Carstensen, 2005;
Spaniol, Voss, & Grady, 2008).
Zimmerman and Kelley (2010) tested whether younger adults were able to predict
the better recall for positive and negative words over neutral words (2010; Exp. 3). They
used a typical JOL paradigm in which people studied positive, neutral, and negative
words, and gave a JOL to predict the likelihood of future recall for each word. Then, they
were given a free recall test on which they wrote down all of the studied words they
could remember. In terms of memory, recall was better for positive and negative than for
neutral words, showing the typical emotional valence effect. In terms of metamemory,
JOLs were sensitive to the impact of emotional valence on memory; JOL predictions
were higher for positive and negative words than for neutral words, matching the pattern
in memory. Gamma correlations between JOLs and recall indicated that JOLs were
equally accurate when predicting recall for a list of positive, neutral, and negative words,
demonstrating that younger adults are able to accurately predict the impact of emotional
valence on memory (Zimmerman & Kelley, 2010).
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) tested whether older adults have an ability equal to
younger adults at predicting the impact of emotional valence on memory using the same
paradigm and words used in Zimmerman and Kelley (2010). In addition to presenting
words of all three levels of emotional valence (positive, neutral, and negative), they also
6

included conditions that presented only two levels of emotional valence (either positive
and neutral, or negative and neutral). Although younger adults recalled more words
overall than older adults, both age groups recalled more emotional than neutral words.
This emotional salience effect in memory was observed in both two-level list conditions,
as well as the three-level list condition. Recall was better for both positive and negative
words than for neutral words, regardless of age group or list condition.
On the one hand—despite the age deficit in free recall—older adults were more
accurate than younger adults at predicting memory in almost every condition. For the list
containing all three levels of emotion, older adults were more accurate than younger
adults for every emotional valence condition, as indicated in Table 1. Whereas the
younger adults’ accuracy was never greater than chance for any of the three emotional
valence levels, older adults’ accuracy was greater than chance for both negative and
neutral words. They did show poor accuracy for positive words (see the first and second
rows in Table 1).
For the list containing only two levels of emotional valence, the finding differed
depending on whether neutral words were compared with negative or positive words. For
negative and neutral words, both younger and older adults were accurate at a rate better
than chance, but older adults were more accurate than younger adults for both levels of
emotional valence (see the third and fourth rows in Table 1). The only age deficit
obtained in this study was for neutral words when they were in a list with positive words.
Older adults were equally accurate as younger adults for positive words, but younger
adults were more accurate than older adults for neutral words (see the fifth and sixth rows
in Table 1). Overall, across levels of emotional valence, older adults provided more
7

accurate JOLs than younger adults in each condition (see the fourth column in Table 1).
Taken together with a failure of JOL sensitivity to predict the impact of positive valence
on memory, this finding of inaccuracy for neutral words studied with positive words led
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) to conclude that, although metamemory was more accurate
for the older than younger adults in many conditions, older adults also showed some
impairment of metamemory when positive and neutral words were compared.
Table 1
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) Experiment 2 JOL-Recall Gamma Correlations
Word list condition

Age group

Negative

Positive

Neutral

words

words

words

.08 (.09)

.07 (.11)

Overall

Three-level condition:

Younger adults

.17 (.09)

.21 (.05)*

negative, positive,

Older adults

.34 (.12)* .16 (.12)

.40 (.16)* .33 (.07)*

Two-level condition:

Younger adults

.24 (.07)* ____

.22 (.09)* .22 (.06)*

negative and neutral

Older adults

.42 (.11)* ____

.44 (.13)* .51 (.08)*

Positive and neutral

Younger adults

____

.36 (.07)* .28 (.08)* .29 (.06)*

Older adults

____

.38(.08)* .19 (.11)

and neutral

.33 (.06)*

Note. Adapted from Psychology and Aging, p. 928, by S.K. Tauber and J. Dunlosky, 2012.
Standard errors are provided in parentheses
*Correlations significantly greater than 0, p < .05

The age deficits obtained in metamemory accuracy can be understood by
examining JOL sensitivity to the effect of emotional valence on memory. When studying
a list of positive and neutral words, both younger and older adults recalled more positive
8

than neutral words. In accordance, younger adults gave higher JOLs to positive than
neutral words, accurately tracking the pattern of emotional valence observed in free
recall. Older adults, however, gave similar JOLs to positive and neutral words, despite
more positive words being recalled. When making JOLs for a list of positive, neutral, and
negative words: younger adults discriminated between positive and neutral words to a
greater extent than older adults. The result was a greater mean difference between
positive and neutral JOLs made by younger than by older adults. These age differences in
JOL sensitivity, along with diminished JOL accuracy in one condition, led Tauber and
Dunlosky (2012) to report a “small but consistent” age deficit in metamemory when
predicting recall for positive versus neutral words.
The age-related deficits in metamemory reported by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012)
are inconsistent with much of the previous research examining age differences in
metamemory (Eakin & Hertzog, 2006; 2012; Connor, Hertzog, & Dunlosky, 1997;
Hertzog, Sinclair, & Dunlosky, 2010; Eakin, Hertzog, & Harris, 2014). The findings of
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) could represent a rare instance in which the metamemory of
older adults is impaired relative to younger adults when predicting the effect of emotional
valence on memory. However, the finding that older adults were consistently more
accurate than the younger adults in most of the conditions in their experiment suggests
that there might be an alternative explanation for the instances in which age-deficits were
obtained. The purpose of the proposed experiment was to determine whether the
impairment observed in older adults represents an actual age deficit or whether the
findings were due to age differences in the way emotional words are experienced.

9

Alternative Explanations to an Age-Related Deficit
Although Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) attributed the age differences in
metamemory accuracy they found to an age-related deficit in metamemory for emotional
valence, there are alternative explanations. Memory performance was worse for older
than younger adults, and these age deficits in memory could have contributed to the age
deficits observed in metamemory. Poor memory performance could lead to floor effects
in metamemory; the majority of JOLs were made for unrecalled words, resulting in
overconfident and inaccurate JOLs. This issue is further compounded when dividing the
word list into 2 or 3 subgroups according to emotional valence levels. For example, if
JOL accuracy is examined for 10 positive words and only one is recalled by older adults
on average, JOLs will tend to be overconfident and inaccurate due to a disproportionate
recalled/unrecalled ratio. In contrast, if five out of ten words are recalled by younger
adults on average, their JOLs have a greater chance of being accurate, with greater
variability between recalled and unrecalled words. Allowing younger and older adults to
provide JOLs for a similar ratio of recalled to unrecalled words would provide a clearer
picture of metamemory ability.
This issue was addressed in the current study by manipulating procedures
between age groups to reduce age differences in free recall. In the current study, older
adults were allocated more encoding time for each word, and more time to make JOLs.
Additionally, the filler task completed by younger adults between encoding and recall
phases was replaced with instruction screens for older adults. These manipulations were
made to offset the typical age deficit in free recall in order to allow for an examination of
metamemory for a similar number of recalled and unrecalled words between age groups.
10

The types of words that seemed to be problematic for metamemory accuracy for
the older adults in Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) study were positive words in the threelevel condition, and neutral words paired with positive words in the two-level condition.
These results—taken together with the superior accuracy of older adults at predicting
their memory overall— suggest that the reported age differences in metamemory were
isolated to situations in which positive and neutral words appeared in the same list.
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) demonstrated that older adults’ JOLs were accurate for
negative and neutral words, suggesting that the problem lay in distinguishing between
positive and neutral words.
Support for this supposition is found in the literature on age effects of emotional
valence on memory. As discussed previously, younger adults are more likely to
remember negative stimuli than positive stimuli, an effect known as negativity bias
(Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Kensinger et al., 2007). In contrast, older adults are more
likely to remember positive stimuli than negative stimuli, an effect known as positivity
bias (Spaniol et al., 2008). In addition to these opposite biases for the two age groups, the
positivity effect has been obtained. Positivity effects are obtained when older adults
remember an equal amount of negative and positive words, relative to a negativity bias
for younger adults. The positivity effect requires a comparison in memory for emotional
words between the two age groups. This effect refers to observed age differences in
memory for negative words such that, unlike younger adults, older adults are not more
likely to remember negative words than positive words (Charles et al., 2003; Mather &
Carstensen, 2005; Kensinger et al., 2007; Kensinger & Schacter, 2008;). Effects such as
negativity bias, positivity bias, and the positivity effect suggest that emotional valence
11

influences younger and older adults’ memory differently. These effects have been
attributed to a tendency by older adults to focus on positive words during encoding,
possibly leading to an increase in the accessibility of positive items at recall (Kensinger et
al., 2007; Spaniol et al., 2008).
Another related issue is that the word lists used in Zimmerman and Kelley’s
(2010) and Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) studies were compiled of words taken from the
ANEW normative database (Bradley & Lang, 1999). These words were rated using the
Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) affective rating system, on which younger adults rated
each word for pleasure on a nine-point scale according to whether the word made them
feel happy or unhappy. Ratings were averaged across participants to create a set of
standardized normative ratings. Zimmerman and Kelley (2010) selected positive, neutral,
or negative words according to their normative ratings of emotional valence in this
database. When Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) used this same list in their study, they
assumed that their older adults would have categorized the words in the same way as the
younger adults in the norming study. However, considering age differences reported in
the emotional valence literature, it is possible that their older adults would have normed
words differently. In particular, words normed as neutral by younger adults, could
actually have been experienced as positive by older adults. Consequently, older adults in
Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) study might not have predicted the relative effect of
positive versus neutral words on recall because their experience of positive and neutral
words differed from the normative ratings provided by younger adults.
Although the typical positivity bias was obtained in memory by Tauber and
Dunlosky (2012), in this case, older adults’ inability to predict the effect of positive and
12

neutral words on recall, could be attributed to them actually experiencing many of the
neutral words as positive, and vice versa. People do not have direct access to memory;
therefore their JOLs are perhaps a better reflection of their emotional experience than the
correlation of their JOLs with memory outcome. Older adults tended to give JOLs of
equal magnitude to neutral and positive words, even though more positive words were
recalled. If they actually experienced some neutral words as positive, and some positive
words as neutral, differences in JOL magnitude could have been lost when averaging
their JOLs across emotional valence levels as defined by younger adults’ normative
ratings. If this was the case, the age differences in JOL sensitivity obtained by Tauber and
Dunlosky (2012) were more an error of categorization than an impairment of
metamemory due to aging. The impact of potential age differences in the way younger
and older adults experience emotional words was addressed in the current study.
Current Study
Experiment 1 was designed to determine whether the age differences reported by
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) were due to deficits in metamemory for positive versus
neutral words for older adults, or due to differences in the way younger and older adults
perceived positive versus neutral words. The experiment followed the same procedure
used by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012). First, participants studied a mixed list of positive
and neutral words. Younger adults were given 3 seconds to study each word whereas
older adults were given 6 seconds. By varying encoding times, age differences in free
recall could potentially be reduced or eliminated. Immediately after studying each word,
participants provided a JOL ranging from 0 (certain not to remember) to 100 (certain to
remember). Younger adults had 5 seconds to make a JOL, while older adults had 8
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seconds. Second, they were asked to freely recall as many words from the list as possible.
Third, participants were presented with the studied list again and made continuous
emotional valence judgments (EVJs) ranging from 0 (completely neutral) to 100
(completely positive). Finally, participants were presented with the studied list again and
made discrete EVJs, choosing “P” for positive or “N” for neutral, for each word.
Words were initially categorized as positive or neutral by selecting words from
the ANEW database whose normative ratings fell within the range of positive words used
in Tauber and Dunlosky’s word list (2012). One criterion for selected words was that
both younger and older adults provided normative ratings that fell in the same category of
emotional valence. Normative ratings from the ANEW database (normed by younger
adults) were compared to those in the EMOTE database (unpublished), which was
normed by older adults, and only words that were rated by both age groups as positive
and neutral were included in the current study. This method eliminated the potential
problem that discrepancies between the two age groups about the emotional valence of a
word could have contributed to the age differences obtained by Tauber and Dunlosky
(2012).
Rather than rely solely on normative databases to categorize words as positive or
neutral, participants provided discrete EVJs (“P” vs. “N”) in order to categorize each
word as positive or neutral according to their individual experience with the word. In
addition to categorizing words using their emotional valance according to the normative
database, words were also categorized according to their individual ratings. This method
allowed us to examine differences between the normatively and individually categorized
words to determine whether any age differences in metamemory sensitivity or accuracy
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for normatively categorized words were eliminated when words were individually
categorized, which was our prediction. I hypothesized that if the age differences in
metamemory were due to differences in the way that younger and older adults perceived
positive and neutral words, their JOLs should be equally sensitive and equally accurate
when emotional valence was categorized based on their individual ratings of emotional
valence using their discrete EVJs. Alternatively, if JOLs were more sensitive and more
accurate for younger than older adults, even when the words were individually
categorized, this result would provide converging evidence of an age-related deficit in
metamemory for positive and neutral words.
In addition to discrete EVJs, people gave continuous EVJs using a scale of 0
(certain not to recall) – 100 (certain to recall) for each word. The purpose for collecting
continuous EVJs in Experiment 1 was to determine the degree to which JOLs were based
on emotional valence by directly comparing them to a measure of emotional valence.
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) indirectly measured the influence of emotional valence on
JOLs by examining the sensitivity of JOLs to memory in response to emotional valance,
and by correlating JOLs with memory outcome to assess metamemory accuracy at
predicting the effect of emotional valence on memory. This comparison was also done in
the current study. However, in addition, JOLs were correlated with EVJs to provide a
direct examination of the degree to which JOLs were based on emotional valence. If
JOLs are inferred based on available information, such as emotional valence, it was
hypothesized that participants’ JOLs would be significantly correlated with their EVJs.
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EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 used the JOL paradigm to test younger and older adults’ memory
and metamemory for a list of positive and neutral words. Participants were asked to make
continuous emotional valence judgments to examine the extent to which emotional
valence influenced JOLs. Participants were also asked to make discrete emotional
valence ratings to allow them to assign positive or neutral valence to each word as they
personally experienced it. Additionally, participants were asked to complete a cognitive
battery, vocabulary test, and demographic questionnaire to control for individual
differences in cognitive functioning, vocabulary, and education.
Method
Design and Participants
The design was a 2 (Age Group: older adult, younger adults) X 2 (Word Valence:
positive, neutral) within-subjects design. Age Group was manipulated between subjects,
and Word Valence was manipulated within subjects. Younger adult participants were 53
undergraduate students enrolled in a psychology course at Mississippi State University.
Younger adults’ mean age was 19.79 (SD = 3.22), ranging from 18 – 38 years old. Each
participant was awarded course credit in exchange for his or her participation. 31 olderadult participants between the ages of 60 and 80 were recruited from the Eakin Memory
and Metamemory Lab’s database of older adult volunteer participants. Older adults’
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mean age was 69.96 (SD = 5.59), ranging from 61 to 77 years old. Each older adult
participant was compensated at the rate of $15.00 for the first hour, and $5.00 for each
additional hour.
The Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) and Shipley vocabulary test (described in
Materials section) were administered in order to insure that participants were functioning
at a high level cognitively. The inclusion criterion for the MMSE was a score of 28 or
greater, and a score of greater than 50% correct was required on the Shipley. A total of 53
younger and 31 older adults were tested, however 13 younger and 4 older adults were
excluded from the analyses for several reasons. Six younger adults were removed from
analyses because they scored below the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)
criterion of 28 out of 30. One younger adult was removed from analyses because the
Shipley Vocabulary Test criterion score of 20 out of 40 was not met.
Other inclusion criteria included remembering at least five of the 28 studied
words; three younger and three older adults were excluded for failing to meet this
criterion. In addition, four younger adults and one older adult were removed from
analyses because of low gamma correlations between their discrete EVJs and their
continuous EVJs. Low gamma correlations indicated that words discretely deemed
positive did not consistently receive high continuous EVJs, and words deemed neutral did
not consistently receive low continuous EVJs. Inconsistency between discrete and
continuous EVJs suggests these participants did not use the continuous EVJ scale
properly.
For the remaining participants included in the analysis, independent sample t-tests
were conducted to test for age differences in education level, health, MMSE, and Shipley
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scores. Table 2 has the means for each measure. Education level was significantly higher
for older than younger adults, t(61) = -5.45, p < .01. Older adults were more educated on
average than younger adults. Although older adults scored higher on the Shipley
vocabulary test as a group, the effect of age was not significant, t(65) = -5.69, p = .051.
There were no age differences in health, t(65) = .41, p = .97, or MMSE scores, t(65) =
.99, p = .54. Older adults rated their health similarly to younger adults, and did not
display any deficits in cognition. It is important to show that older adults did not have
significantly lower education levels, MMSE scores, or Shipley scores, so that any
observed age deficits in memory or metamemory aren’t attributed to age deficits in
education level, cognitive functioning, or vocabulary.
Materials
A new word list has been compiled for the present study because the list of words
used by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) were taken from a larger list used by Zimmerman
and Kelley (2010). Zimmerman and Kelley selected positive and neutral words from the
ANEW normative database (Bradley & Lang, 1999) and equated words for frequency,
length, concreteness, imageability, arousal and relatedness. However, all of the words in
the ANEW database were normed for emotional valence by younger adults. The
hypothesis that words could be perceived differently by younger and older adults
suggests using a list based on a database normed with only younger adults could be
problematic. For the new word list, normative ratings for each word was compared
between the ANEW and EMOTE databases. Only words that received similar normative
ratings from both younger and older adults were included in the new word list. Therefore,
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words on this list were given normative ratings in the positive or neutral range by both
younger and older adults’ in their respective databases.
Table 2
Participants Included in Analyses: Mean Demographic Information, MMSE Scores, and
Shipley Vocabulary Scores
Measure

Younger adults

Older adults

40

27

Age

19.79 (3.22)

70.15 (5.56)

Education

13.32 (1.29)

15.92 (2.46)

Health
MMSE score

2.48 (1.04)
29.43 (0.78)

2.37 (1.01)
29.26 (0.81)

Shipley score

29.02 (4.4)

34.40 (3.2)

N

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses

The new word list was assembled with 14 positive and 14 neutral words, rated as
such by both younger and older adults’ normative ratings. Positive and neutral words
were chosen whose normative ratings fell in the positive and neutral ranges established
by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012). The normative ratings for the lowest and highest rated
neutral words, and the lowest and highest rated positive words, used in Tauber and
Dunlosky’s Experiment 2 (2012) were used to determine the positive and neutral ranges.
Words selected for the new list were equated for frequency, concreteness, arousal, and
relatedness.
Words with high within-item standard deviations for emotional valence ratings
were selected for the new word list in order to increase the potential for variability in the
EVJs. This step was taken to ensure that words would be given both positive and neutral
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ratings between participants. Words with low within-item standard deviations for
emotional valence (e.g. happiness, heaven) were not selected because very few people
rated them as anything other than highly positive. Mean standard deviations for
emotional valence ratings were 2.11 (out of a 9 point emotional valence scale) for
positive words and 2.10 for neutral words.
Additionally, steps were taken to ensure that lists of words normed as positive and
neutral were two distinct lists with no overlap between positive and neutral words. Mean
valence ratings for positive and neutral word lists were separated by 2 points (on a 9 point
scale). Positive words in the new list had a mean rating of 7.38, whereas neutral words
had a mean rating of 5.33. Further, standard deviations in across-item variability for
positive and neutral words were kept at a minimum (.38 for positive and .38 for neutral).
This step ensured that positive and neutral word lists were made up of words rated
similarly to each other. These measures resulted in a new word list made up of two
distinct groups of words normed as positive or neutral by both younger and older adults,
yet whose emotional valence ratings varied considerably between raters.
Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE)
The Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE; Cockrell & Folstein, 1988) was given to
screen participants for impaired cognitive functioning. The MMSE tests working
memory, long-term memory, and time/place orientation. The inclusion criterion for the
MMSE is 28 out of 30 possible points. Some age differences obtained in metamemory
have been attributed to the inclusion of low functioning, or cognitively impaired, older
adults in the experiment (Eakin et al., 2013). As such, a high inclusion criterion was
implemented in order to ensure that the experiment included only high-functioning older
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adults. Using the MMSE had the unexpected benefit of also excluding several young
adults who scored poorly, perhaps because of noncompliance during the test. In this way,
the effect of age on metamemory can be separated from the effect of age-related
cognitive impairment.
Shipley Vocabulary Test
The Shipley Vocabulary test (Shipley, 1940) was given to both younger and older
adult groups. The Shipley Vocabulary test includes 40 words, each followed by four
alternative words. Participants were asked to select the alternative word that best matches
the meaning of the presented word. The Shipley Vocabulary test is a measure of
cognitive functioning by testing semantic memory. Although there is not a standardized
score, the typical finding is that older adults outperform younger adults on this measure.
OSPAN Working Memory Task
For younger adults, the operation span (OSPAN) working memory task
(Unsworth et al., 2005) was provided between study and free recall phases to serve as a
filler task. This task requires participants to keep letters in working memory while
completing math problems. For older adults, the OSPAN working memory task was
presented at the end of the experiment, after the EVJ phases and demographic
questionnaire. The findings from the OSPAN task are not reported in this document.
Demographic Questionnaire
Finally, a demographic questionnaire was provided in which participants answer
questions about age, gender, race, ethnicity, education, and overall health. The
demographic questionnaire was completed on a desktop computer.
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Procedure
After providing consent, participants were seated in front of a computer monitor.
All instructions and procedures on the computer were presented using E-Prime
presentation software (Schneider et al., 2002). Participants were presented with the list of
28 words in random order, and instructed to study them for an upcoming memory test.
Younger adults had three seconds to study each word, whereas older adults had six
seconds to study each word. The study timing represents a methodological change
between Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) and this experiment. Tauber and Dunlosky (2012)
found large age differences in memory between their younger and older adults, and our
goal was to examine age-related effects on metamemory in the absence of age differences
in memory. Allowing older adults to study words longer was done in order increase their
memory relative to that of the younger adults. This method also increased the number of
words available for further analysis of metamemory for the older adults.
After studying each word, a new screen appeared asking participants to make a
JOL prediction based on the degree to which they think they would remember the word
on the upcoming test. Younger adults had five seconds to enter a JOL, whereas older
adults had eight seconds to enter a JOL. This represents another methodological change
as compared to Tauber and Dunlosky (2012). In their study, the amount of time to
provide a JOL was unlimited. We established a constant JOL response time for each age
group within their respective lists out of concern that, because the JOL was made
immediately after studying each word, this word-level variability in making JOLs in
effect created variable study times for each word because participants continue to think
about the studied word while making the JOL.
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After studying and making JOLs for each word, younger adults completed the
operation span (OSPAN) working memory task (Unsworth et al., 2005). After this filler
task, younger adults were given a free recall test. In contrast, older adults were given a
free recall test shortly after the study phase, with study and recall phases separated by a
series of instruction screens. This procedure was used to avoid having an extensive filler
task impeding memory for the older adults. For the older adults, reading three instruction
screens between study and free recall served as an interval task. For both age groups,
during the free recall phase a blank text box was presented on the computer, and
participants were instructed to type in all of the words they remembered from the study
phase, in any order.
After the free recall phase, participants were presented with each of the words
from the word list again, and gave an emotional valence judgment (0 to 100) for each
word. After providing this continuous rating of emotional valence, participants were
presented with each word again, and rated each word as positive or neutral by typing in a
“p” or an “n”. Next, the Shipley vocabulary test (Shipley, 1940), and then the
demographic questionnaire, were administered on the computer. Younger adults were
then tested on the mini mental state exam (MMSE; Cockrell & Folstein, 1988). Older
adults, however, completed the OSPAN working memory task after completing the
demographic questionnaire and before taking the MMSE. The MMSE was the last phase
for both age groups, and was conducted interview-style by the researcher. Finally,
participants were thanked for their participation, and assigned credit or monetary
compensation.
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Results
To test for age and word valence effects, 2 (Age Group: younger adults, older
adults) X 2 (Word Valence: positive, neutral) repeated measures analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) were conducted on each of the independent variables: free recall, JOL
sensitivity, and JOL accuracy. Free recall is the proportion of words from the study phase
that were correctly recalled during the free recall phase. JOL sensitivity is the mean JOL
magnitude. JOL accuracy was calculated by conducting a Goodman-Kruskal Gamma (G)
correlation between JOLs and free recall accuracy for each participant at each valence
level. Analyses were conducted on positive versus neutral words categorized first by the
ratings from the normative database and then by the individual participant’s discrete
EVJs. Criterion for significance was set at p < .05.
When categorized by the normative ratings, there were an equal number of
positive (n = 14) and neutral words (n = 14) for each analysis. However, when
categorized by discrete EVJs, on average, all participants rated more words as positive
(M = 18, SD = 3.27) than as neutral (M = 10, SD = 3.35), overall. Further, older adults
were significantly more likely to categorize words as positive than younger adults, with
an average of three more words deemed positive (see Table 3 and Table 3Figure 1 for
means; Mann-Whitney U Test reported in Appendix A).
Word lists were categorized according to two schemes and the findings were
compared between the two schemes. In order to first compare the results of the present
study with those obtained by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012), words were categorized using
the normative ratings of word valence, and those findings are reported first. Then, to
determine whether age differences are reduced or eliminated when individual experience
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of emotional valence is accounted for, words were then categorized for each individual
according to the discrete EVJ participants gave to each word. Results using both
normative and individual categorization are reported for Experiment 1.
Table 3
Experiment 1 Mean Discrete EVJs by Word Valence and Age Group
Word Valence

Age Group
Younger adults

Older adults

Positive

17 (3.08)

20 (2.82)

Neutral

11 (3.05)

8 (3.06)

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses

Figure 1.
Mean discrete EVJ count as a function of word valence and age group
from Experiment 1.
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Results Obtained Using Normative Categorization Free Recall
A repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to analyze the effects of Age Group
and Word Valence on free recall for words categorized by the normative ratings. The
main effect of Age Group on free recall was not significant, F(1, 65) = 2.20, p = .14, η
p

2

= .04; younger (M = .42, SE = .02) and older (M = .37, SE = .03) adults recalled similar

proportions of words, overall. The main effect of Word Valence was not significant, F(1,
65) = 1.117, p = .295, ηp2= .02; positive (M = .41, SE = .02) and neutral (M = .38, SE =
.02) words were recalled at a similar rate. The interaction between Age Group and Word
Valence also was not significant, F(1, 65) = .827, p =.367, ηp2= .01. Both younger and
older adults recalled a similar proportion of positive and neutral words (See Table
4Figure 2). Table 4 has the means for each condition.
Table 4
Experiment 1 Mean Proportion of Free Recall by Word Valence and Age Group
Word Valence
Overall
Normative ratings
Positive
Neutral
Discrete EVJs
Positive
Neutral

Younger adults

Age group

Older adults

.42 (.17)
.42 (.16)

.39 (.19)
.34 (.15)

.45 (.17)
.36 (.19)

.37 (.16)
.33 (.19)

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses
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Figure 2.
Mean proportion of free recall as a function of word valence and age
group from Experiment 1 using normative categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean, calculated separately for younger and
older adults.
JOL Sensitivity
A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to analyze the effect of Age Group
and Word Valence on JOL magnitude for normatively categorized words. The main
effect of Age Group on JOL magnitude was not significant, F(1, 65) = .295, p =.589, ηp2
< .01; younger (M = 57.96., SE = 2.42) and older (M = 60.03, SE = 2.94) adults gave
similar JOLs, overall (see Table 5). The main effect of Word Valence was significant,
F(1, 65) = 4.457, p = .039, ηp2 = .06; positive words (M = 60.05, SE = 2.05) were given
higher JOLs than neutral words, (M = 57.95, SE = 1.89), overall. However, this effect
was mostly driven by the younger adults, as evidenced by the significant interaction
between Age Group and Word Valence, F(1, 65) = 6.115, p = .016, ηp2 = .09. As shown
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in Table 5 and Figure 3, younger adults gave higher JOLs to positive words than neutral
words, whereas older adults’ JOLs did not vary with Word Valence.
Table 5
Experiment 1 Mean JOL Magnitude by Word Valence and Age Group
Word Valence

Age group
Younger adults

Older adults

Positive

60.25 (2.60)

59.85 (3.17)

Neutral

55.68 (2.39)

60.21 (2.91)

Positive

59.87 (2.63)

62.33 (3.20)

Neutral

51.30 (2.45)

54.61 (2.98)

Normative ratings

Discrete EVJs

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses

Figure 3.
Mean proportion of free recall and mean JOL magnitude as a function of
word valence and age group from Experiment 1 using normative categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean, calculated separately for younger and
older adults.
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As found in free recall, when words were categorized by the normative ratings
JOL magnitude did not vary between younger and older adults. Contrary to free recall,
JOLs were significantly higher for positive than neutral words. Although there was not a
significant interaction in free recall, the Age Group and Word Valence interaction was
significant for JOL magnitude. Younger adults gave higher JOLs for positive than neutral
words, whereas older adults gave similar JOLs for both types of words. This pattern was
also reported by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012); the JOLs of the older adults in their study
did not vary with emotional valence. When words were categorized by normative ratings,
the significant difference obtained in younger adults’ JOL magnitude did not reflect the
findings in free recall. Although younger adults gave higher JOLs to positive than neutral
words, they did not demonstrate increased recall for positive versus neutral words. In
contrast, older adults’ JOLs were no higher for positive than neutral normed words,
suggesting they were sensitive to the lack of effect of positive versus neutral normed
words on recall.
JOL Accuracy
Gamma correlations between free recall and JOLs were calculated for each
individual both for all responses, and then for positive and neutral words as categorized
according to the normative ratings. Gamma correlations measure metamemory accuracy
by correlating predicted memory with actual memory. The gamma correlation is
calculated as the proportion of congruent predictions (e.g., high predictions for recalled
words) minus incongruent predictions (e.g., high predictions for unrecalled words) over
all predictions. Mean gamma correlations for each group were first analyzed using a onesample t-test to determine whether the correlation was significantly different from zero
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(gammas that are not different from zero indicate a chance level of predicting memory).
Overall mean gamma correlations for all items, collapsed across positive and neutral
words, were significantly different from zero for younger (M = .25, SD = .23) but not for
older adults (M = .08, SD = .36). However, of interest was an examination of age and
emotional valence effects on accuracy, so the mean gammas for each emotional valence
level were further analyzed for each age group using a repeated measures ANOVA. Table
6 has the means for each condition.
The main effect of Age Group on JOL accuracy was significant, F(1, 64)
=10.624, p = .002, ηp2 = .14; younger adults (M = .26, SE = .05) were more accurate
than older adults, (M = .02, SE = .06) overall. The main effect of Word Valence was not
significant, F(1, 64) < 1; JOLs were as accurate for positive (M = .13, SE = .05) as for
neutral words (M = .16, SE = .06) overall. The interaction between Age Group and Word
Valence was also not significant, F(1, 64) < 1. Both younger and older adults were
equally accurate for positive and neutral words, as shown in Table 6 and Table 6Figure 4.
When words were categorized according to the normative ratings, metamemory accuracy
for the older adults was poor; in fact, an age-related deficit in metamemory was obtained
when normative categorization was applied. This finding corresponds with the agerelated deficit suggested by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) who reported age deficits for
positive and neutral words in separate conditions.
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Table 6
Experiment 1 Mean JOL Accuracy by Word Valence and Age Group
Word Valence

Age group
Younger adults

Older adults

Positive

.21 (.39)*

.04 (.44)

Neutral

.32 (.34)*

.00 (.60)

Discrete EVJs
Positive

.23 (.40)*

.03 (.37)

Neutral

.13 (.47)

.33 (.64)*

Normative ratings

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses
* Gamma correlations significantly greater than 0

Figure 4.
Mean gamma correlations between JOLs and free recall as a function of
word valence and age group from Experiment 1 analyses using normative categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean, calculated separately for younger and
older adults.
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Results for Words Categorized Using Participants’ Discrete EVJs
Free Recall
A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to analyze the effects of Age Group
and Word Valence on free recall for words categorized by each participant’s individual
ratings. The main effect of Age Group on free recall was not significant, F(1, 65) =
2.573, p = .114, ηp2 = .04; younger (M = .41, SE = .02) and older (M = .35, SE = .02)
adults recalled similar proportions of words, overall. In contrast to the previous analysis,
the main effect of Word Valence was significant, F(1, 65) = 5.755, p = .019, ηp2 =.08; a
higher proportion of positive (M = .41, SE = .02) than neutral words (M = .35, SE = .02)
was recalled. The interaction between Age Group and Word Valence also was not
significant, F(1, 65) <1 (see Table 4 and Figure 5). Both younger and older adults
recalled a higher proportion of positive than neutral words.
Contrary to results obtained using normative categorization, the emotional
salience effect was revealed when words were categorized by discrete EVJs. Emotional
valence had no effect on recall when words were categorized according to normative
ratings. Individual categorization revealed that a greater proportion of individually
categorized positive words were recalled versus neutral words. Free recall varied with
Word Valence only when valence was determined by the individual participant’s discrete
emotional valence judgments. This same pattern was obtained for both younger and older
adults.
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Figure 5.
Mean proportion recalled as a function of word valence and age group
from Experiment 1 analyses using individual categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean, calculated separately for younger and
older adults.
JOL Sensitivity
A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to analyze JOL magnitude for Age
Group and Word Valence as sorted by the individual ratings. The main effect of Age
Group on JOL magnitude was not significant, F(1, 65) = .58, p =.45, ηp2 < .01; younger
(M = 55.58, SE = 2.41) and older (M = 58.47, SE = 2.93) adults gave similar JOLs,
overall. The main effect of Word Valence was significant, F(1, 65) = 40.172, p < .01, η
p

2

= .38; positive words (M = 61.10, SE = 2.07) were given higher JOLs than neutral

words, (M = 52.95, SE = 1.93) overall. This time, however, the effect was found for both
younger and older adults; the interaction between Age Group and Word Valence was not
significant, F(1, 65) = .109, p =.742, ηp2 < .01 (see Table 5). Both younger and older
adults gave higher JOLs to positive than to neutral words, as shown in Figure 6.
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Similar to free recall, individual categorization revealed an effect of emotional
valence on JOL magnitude. Both younger and older adults gave higher JOLs to positive
than to neutral words, matching the findings in free recall. In contrast, only younger
adults’ JOLs differentiated between normatively categorized positive and neutral words,
whereas older adults’ JOLs were similar between emotional valence levels received
similar JOLs. Both younger and older adults’ JOLs tracked the effect of emotional
valence on free recall. In contrast, only older adults’ JOLs tracked their free recall
performance in response to word valence.

Figure 6.
Mean proportion of free recall and mean JOL magnitude as a function of
word valence and age group from Experiment 1 using individual categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean, calculated separately for younger and
older adults.
When categorized by discrete EVJs, there was no significant interaction in JOL
magnitude or free recall accuracy. Both younger and older adults gave higher JOLs to the
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words they deemed positive. These JOLs reflected the same effect in free recall, because
both age groups also recalled more individually categorized positive than neutral words.
These results suggest that JOLs reflected the participants’ experience of emotional
valence, and that this experience did not match what was predicted by the normative
ratings.
JOL Accuracy
Gamma correlations were calculated for each participant between JOLs and recall
for positive and neutral words according to the individual participants’ discrete EVJs.
These gamma correlations for each group were first analyzed using a one-sample t-test to
determine whether JOL accuracy was better than chance. Overall, across emotional
valence levels, mean gammas for all items were significantly different from zero for
younger (M = .25, SD = .23) but not for older adults (M = .08, SD = .36). The gammas
were further analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA. The main effect of Age
Group was not significant, F(1, 60) < 1, indicating there were no age differences in JOL
accuracy when using individual categorization of emotional valence. Although the main
effects of Age Group and Word Valence, F(1, 60) = 1.342, p = .251, ηp2 = .02, were not
significant, the interaction of the two was significant, F(1, 60) = 5.305, p = .025, ηp2 =
.08. Older adults were more accurate for neutral than positive words, whereas younger
adults were more accurate for positive than for neutral words; Table 6 and Figure 7 show
these means. One-sample t-tests indicate that older adults’ JOL accuracy was better than
chance for individually categorized neutral words, but not for positive words. Conversely,
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younger adults demonstrated JOL accuracy better than chance for positive, but not for
neutral, words.

Figure 7.
Mean gamma correlations between JOLs and free recall as a function of
word valence and age group from Experiment 1 analyses using individual categorization
Error bars are standard errors of the mean, calculated separately for younger and older
adults.
When gammas were categorized according to discrete EVJs, no age deficit was
found in metamemory accuracy, overall. A significant interaction shows that younger
adults were accurate for positive, but not for neutral, words. In contrast, older adults were
accurate for neutral, but not positive words. However, because an average of only 8
individually rated neutral words were analyzed for accuracy, compared to an average of
20 positive words, older adults’ JOL accuracy for positive words represents the bulk of
the data. Although there was no overall age deficit in JOL accuracy, older adults
exhibited a deficit in JOL accuracy for positive words.
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JOL accuracy for congruent words. In this analysis, JOL accuracy was
examined only for words that were rated as positive or neutral by both the discrete EVJ
and by the normative valence rating. A potential explanation for the finding that age
differences were obtained in accuracy for words categorized using the normative ratings,
but not for words categorized using individual ratings may be because older adults
personally experienced a word to be positive, when it was normed as neutral, or vice
versa. In this analysis, all words were categorized using the normative categorization, but
words that received discrete EJVs that were inconsistent with the normative ratings were
removed at the participant level. Gamma correlations were calculated for each individual
between JOLs and free recall for these words that received a discrete EVJ that was
congruent with its normative categorization as positive or neutral. If no age differences in
accuracy are obtained in this analysis, the age differences obtained using normative
categorization can be attributed to inconsistency between the normative valence ratings
and how older adults perceived emotional valence.
Using only congruently categorized words, mean gammas for both age groups
were analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA. The main effect of Age Group on
JOL accuracy was not significant, F(1, 59) < 1; younger adults (M = .22, SE = .05) were
no more accurate than older adults (M = .18, SE = .07), overall. The main effect of Word
Valence was also not significant, F(1, 59) = 1.88, p = .18, ηp2 = .03; JOLs were just as
accurate for positive (M = .13, SE = .06) as they were for neutral words (M = .27, SE =
.07) overall. The interaction between Age Group and Word Valence was also not
significant, F(1, 59) < 1. Both younger and older adults were equally accurate for both
positive and neutral words, as seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8.
Mean gamma correlations between JOLs and free recall as a function of
word valence and age group from the Experiment 1 congruency analysis.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean, calculated separately for younger and
older adults.
The finding of no age differences in JOL accuracy for congruent items supports
the hypothesis that age differences obtained in JOL accuracy for words categorized
according to the normative ratings were due to inconsistences between normative valence
and the participants’ individual experience of valence. Additionally, when incongruent
words were removed, gamma correlations were more similar to the gammas found using
the individual categorization than normative categorization. Taken together, these
findings suggest that inconsistencies between how words were normatively categorized
and how they were individually experienced contributed to poor JOL accuracy when
words were categorized by normative ratings.
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EVJ Ratings
All of our hypotheses involving EVJs related to how they correlated with JOLs.
However, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to examine the effect of Age
Group and Emotional Valence on mean EVJ ratings. In the interest of completeness, that
analysis is reported in Appendix B. The analyses relevant to our hypotheses regarding
EVJs are reported next.
Continuous EVJ x JOL Pearson’s Correlations
The relationship between continuous EVJs and JOLs was examined to determine
whether participants relied on the same information when making JOLs as they did for
EVJs, and those findings are reported here. Pearson’s correlations between continuous
EVJs and JOLs were conducted to determine the extent to which EVJs and JOLs were
based on a common factor, presumably emotional valence. Positive correlations would
indicate that words that were assigned high JOLs were also given high EVJs and vice
versa. One-sample t-tests indicate continuous EVJs and JOLs had a small but significant
mean correlation for both younger (M = .14, p < .01) and older adults (M = .13, p < .01).
This finding suggests that the same common factor, presumably an objective assessment
of emotional valence, influenced continuous EVJs and JOLs to a certain extent. However,
considering the size of the correlation, JOLs seem to have been influenced by additional
factors other than emotional valence.
Discrete EVJs x JOL Gamma Correlations
Significant continuous EVJ and JOL correlations show that JOLs were partly
based on emotional valence. However, these findings do not directly address how much
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each categorization scheme influenced JOLs. If metamemory predictions are based on
emotional valence regardless of how it is categorized, each categorization scheme should
influence JOLs similarly. If metamemory predictions are based on individual experience
of emotional valence, however, individual categorization of positive and neutral words
should correlate with JOLs to a greater extent than normative categorization. Did
participants base their JOLs on whether a word was individually experienced as positive
versus neutral, or whether it was widely viewed as positive or neutral? To address this
question, Goodman-Kruskal’s gamma correlations were first calculated between discrete
EVJs and JOLs to determine the degree to which. To determine the degree to which
normative ratings were correlated with JOLs, gamma correlations were calculated
between JOLs and the normative categorization of words as positive or neutral.
Significant correlations demonstrate that words categorized as positive received high
JOLs and words categorized as neutral received low JOLs. Means are reported in Table 7
and Figure 9.
Table 7
Experiment 1 Word Valence and JOL Gamma Correlations by Valence Rating Type and
Age Group
Valence rating type

Age group
Younger adults

Older adults

Normative ratings

.13* (.23)

-.02 (.29)

Discrete EVJs

.22* (.29)

.33* (.32)

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses
* Gamma correlations significantly greater than 0
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Figure 9.
Mean gamma correlations between JOLs and word valence as a function
of valence rating type and age group from Experiment 1.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean, calculated separately for younger and
older adults.
Normative categorization. Gamma correlations were first conducted between
JOLs and whether the word was categorized as positive or neutral according to normative
ratings. The mean gamma correlation for each condition was analyzed using a onesample t-test; three of the four mean gamma correlations were significantly different from
zero. An independent sample t-test was then conducted to test for age effects. The effect
of Age Group was significant, t(1, 65) = 2.48, p = .02; normative ratings and JOLs were
significantly correlated for younger, (M = .13, SE = .04), but not for older adults (M = .02, SE = .05). Neither groups’ free recall performance was affected by word valence, as
categorized by normative ratings. Although younger adults’ JOLs were influenced by
whether a word was normatively categorized as positive or neutral, actual recall was not
affected by emotional valence for either group. Therefore, older adults were correct to
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disregard whether words were normatively categorized as positive or neutral when
making JOLs.
Next, gamma correlations between discrete EVJs and JOLs were conducted and
the independent sample t-test was applied. The effect of Age Group on discrete EVJs and
JOL correlations was not significant, t(1, 65) = -1.35, p = .18; EVJs and JOLs were
equally correlated for younger (M = .22, SE = .05) and older adults, (M = .33, SE = .06)
overall. These results suggest both younger and older adults accounted for individual
experience of emotional valence when making JOLs. Both younger and older adults gave
higher JOLs to words they categorized as positive, and lower JOLs to words categorized
as neutral. Younger adults also accounted for normative ratings of emotional valence,
giving higher JOLs to words normatively categorized as positive, and lower JOLs to
words normed as neutral. However, older adults’ JOLs were unrelated to emotional
valence when positive and neutral valence was determined by normative ratings.
Experiment 1 Discussion
Although aging has typically been found to leave metamemory intact, age deficits
in metamemory for emotional words were reported by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012).
Despite recalling more positive than neutral words, older adults’ JOL magnitude was
equivalent for positive and neutral words, demonstrating that JOLs were not sensitive to
the emotional salience effect on recall. In contrast, younger adults’ JOLs were sensitive
to the emotional salience effect on recall, providing evidence for an age deficit in JOL
sensitivity. Further, older adults’ JOL accuracy was no better than chance for positive
words in the two-valence level condition, or for neutral words in the three-valence level
condition of Experiment 2 (Tauber & Dunlosky, 2012). Although there appear to be age
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deficits in JOL accuracy when accuracy is broken down into positive and neutral groups;
older adults demonstrated higher overall JOL accuracy in each condition of Experiment
2. The story told by these findings is that older adults did not appear to base their JOLs
on the emotional valence of the words, but provided accurate JOLs overall. Although
significantly better than chance, the overall JOL accuracy value is driven by positive
words in the two-valence level condition, overcoming chance JOLs for neutral words.
Likewise, overall JOL accuracy is driven by neutral words in the three-valence level
condition, in the face of JOLs for positive words that were no better than chance. Tauber
and Dunlosky (2012) concluded that older adults in their study demonstrated an agerelated deficit in JOL sensitivity to the effect of positive valence on memory. Still,
although their JOLs were inaccurate for positive and neutral words under certain
conditions, older adults’ JOLs were accurate overall. Together, these inconsistent JOL
sensitivity and accuracy findings call into question whether an age deficit exists in
metamemory, specifically when studying a list containing positive and neutral words; or
if there were methodological issues that might have skewed results.
One possible methodological problem could have resulted from the typical agerelated deficit in memory. Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) observed worse recall in older
versus younger adults in their study, potentially affecting JOL accuracy results. Although
older adults were highly confident in making JOLs for a list of positive and neutral
words, with a mean JOL magnitude just below 70, only a small proportion of words were
recalled (M = .26). As a result of the disproportionate ratio of recalled versus unrecalled
words, many unrecalled words received high JOLs, likely contributing to low JOL
accuracy. This was addressed in Experiment 1 by allowing more time to older adults in
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the encoding and JOL phases, and presenting a filled interval task between study and test
phases to younger adults only. These steps resulted in a similar proportion of recalled
words between age groups. Both age groups had a greater proportion of recalled versus
unrecalled words in Experiment 1 than in any condition of Tauber and Dunlosky (2012),
providing more stable JOL accuracy calculations.
Another potential problem in methodology was the use of normative ratings from
a database created by younger adults only (ANEW database; Bradley & Lang, 1999).
These normative ratings were used to categorize words as positive, neutral, or negative in
Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) study. Evidence from studies in the emotional valence
literature show age differences in how emotional valence affects recall (Charles et al.,
2003; Mather & Carstensen, 2005; Spaniol, Voss, & Grady, 2008), Effects such as
positivity bias (Spaniol et al., 2008) and positivity effect (Kensinger et al., 2007; Charles
et al., 2003) have been attributed to older adults’ preference to focus on positive stimuli
more than neutral or negative stimuli. This preference to focus on positive items and
features may also influence how older adults experience emotional words, where words
normatively categorized as neutral by younger adults may be experienced as positive by
older adults. In Experiment 1, this issue was addressed by creating a new word list
consisting of only words that the received the same normative categorization by both age
groups. The age deficits in metamemory cited in Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) were not
observed for negative words in the three-valence level condition, or for negative versus
neutral words in the two-valence level condition; therefore only words normatively
categorized as positive or neutral were included in the new list.
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Perhaps the foremost question examined by Experiment 1 was whether
categorizing words according to normative ratings, as in Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012)
study, created inconsistencies between normative and individual categorization of
emotional valence. To examine this possibility, emotional valence judgments (EVJs)
were made by each participant, first on a continuous scale, and then discretely as positive
or neutral. Words were first categorized for emotional valence using normative
categorization. Both age groups were assessed on free recall, JOL sensitivity, and JOL
accuracy for a list of positive versus neutral words, as categorized by normative ratings.
Words were then individually categorized as positive or neutral according to each
participant’s discrete EVJ, and free recall, JOL sensitivity, and JOL accuracy for a list of
words individually categorized as positive and neutral was assessed for both age groups.
Both age groups’ performance on these measures will first be discussed in terms of
normative categorization, and then compared to performance when individual
categorization was used. Finally, the relationship between EVJs and JOLs will be
examined to determine the extent to which JOLs were influenced by emotional valence. I
predicted that the age deficits reported by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) would not be
observed when individual experience of emotional valence was accounted for.
Using normative categorization, all analyses included the same 14 positive and 14
neutral words. The purpose of conducting analyses using normative categorization was to
determine whether age-related deficits in metamemory sensitivity and accuracy reported
by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) would be observed for the normatively categorized
words when recall was equated between age groups, and age differences in normative
ratings were accounted for in the word list. Increasing the encoding time and delaying the
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interval task for the older adults was successful in eliminating age differences in free
recall. However, the emotional salience effect was not found in recall for either age
group. This result was surprising considering that the emotional salience effect has been
found using normative categorization of emotional words in previous studies
(Zimmerman and Kelley, 2010; Tauber and Dunlosky, 2012). Additionally, equivalent
recall for positive versus neutral words is inconsistent with the emotional valence
literature, including the positivity bias over neutral words typically observed in older
adults (Spaniol et al., 2008). The observed lack of an emotional salience effect on recall
might be attributed to the word list used in Experiment 1. Words in this list were
specifically selected to have high inter-rater variability in order to increase the variance in
individual experience of emotional valence. Therefore, individual emotional experience
for words in this list might be less consistent with normative ratings of emotional valence
for words in this list; as compared to word lists used in previous studies reporting an
emotional salience effect in recall using normative categorization. On the other hand,
words in the list used in Experiment 1 were also selected to have low inter-item
variability, so that words at each emotional valence level have similar normative ratings.
Therefore, the words in this study easily fell within the range of normative ratings within
positive and neutral word groups in previously used word lists. Considering the
Experiment 1 word list fit the criteria for normative categorization established in previous
word lists, the reported lack of an emotional salience effect on recall may be due to
normative categorization, rather than an artifact of the word list used.
Although no emotional salience effects or age differences were obtained in free
recall, there were age differences observed in metamemory sensitivity using normative
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categorization. Matching Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) results, younger adults gave
higher JOLs for positive than for neutral words, but older adults gave similar JOLs for
both. Diverging from Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) findings, however, younger adults’
pattern of JOLs did not reflect the pattern in free recall; free recall was similar for
positive and neutral words. In fact, only the older adults’ pattern of JOLs closely matched
the pattern of free recall; although there was no emotional salience effect on recall to
predict, older adults’ JOLs appear to be sensitive to this fact. This finding demonstrates
that even younger adults’ JOLs were not sensitive to the effect, or lack of effect, of
normatively categorized emotional valence on recall. However, it remains to be seen
whether older adults’ JOLs respond accordingly when more positive than neutral words
are recalled.
When words were normatively categorized, an age-related deficit was obtained in
metamemory accuracy. Overall, across emotional valence levels, JOL accuracy was
better than chance for younger but not for older adults. Within emotional valence levels,
younger adults’ JOLs were accurate for both positive and neutral words, whereas older
adults’ JOLs weren’t accurate for either. Within emotional valence levels, results match
those of Tauber and Dunlosky (2012), where older adults are inaccurate for neutral words
in a list of normatively categorized positive and neutral words. However, the age-deficit
obtained in the current study was complete; the benefit in older adults’ JOL accuracy for
positive words found by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) in their condition testing only
positive and neutral words was not obtained in this study. Further, overall JOL accuracy
was worse for older than younger adults in Experiment 1, but not in Tauber and
Dunlosky’s (2012) study. This finding could potentially be cited as evidence for an age
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deficit in metamemory accuracy for emotional words; however, overall gamma
correlations between predicted—and subsequent—free recall were low, even for the
younger adults.
Even after equating recall between age groups and accounting for age differences
in the word list, age differences were still found in JOL sensitivity and JOL accuracy
when using normative categorization of emotional valence in Experiment 1. JOL
magnitude and free recall patterns show that older adults were more sensitive to the effect
of emotional valence than younger adults. These age differences differ from those
reported by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) in that younger adults appear to be the group
demonstrating an age deficit in JOL sensitivity. However, younger adults’ JOL accuracy
was better than chance for each group of emotional words, whereas older adults’ JOL
accuracy was not better than chance at level of emotional valence. Considering that
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) observed greater overall accuracy for older versus younger
adults across emotional valence levels, normative categorization findings from
Experiment 1 provide stronger evidence of an age deficit in JOL accuracy for positive
and neutral words than Tauber and Dunlosky’s findings (2012).
For analyses using individual categorization, each participant categorized a
different number of words as positive and neutral. This method of categorization resulted
in individual analyses with different numbers of positive and neutral words going into
each emotional valence category. On average, both younger and older adults rated more
words as positive than as neutral, providing the first evidence of inconsistency with
normative categorization, in which an equal number of positive and neutral words were
used. This discrepancy was especially pronounced in older adults, who rated an average
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of three more words as positive than younger adults did. This age difference in the
number of words rated as positive supports prior research on the positivity bias for older
adults, where older adults tend to focus on positive stimuli (Spaniol et al., 2008).
Although no emotional salience effects were obtained in memory when words
were categorized according to normative categorization, both younger and older adults
recalled more individually categorized positive than neutral words. The previously
reported recall findings using normative categorization conflict with the emotional
valence literature, which predict increased recall for positive versus neutral words. This
discrepancy between the literature and normative categorization data highlights how even
robust effects can be obscured by normative categorization of emotional words. Indeed,
this discrepancy might explain the disparate findings in the literature regarding positivity
bias (Spaniol et al., 2008) and positivity effect (Kensinger et al., 2007; Charles et al.,
2003), and studies in which neither are observed (Tauber and Dunlosky, 2012; whether
these effects are obtained could depend on how closely individual participants’
experience matches the assigned emotional valence of words in a particular study.
Using individual categorization eliminated the age differences in JOL sensitivity
when using normative categorization in Experiment 1 and in Tauber and Dunlosky
(2012). JOLs were higher for positive than neutral words for both age groups when words
were categorized according to each participant’s discrete EVJs. This pattern in JOLs
matched the emotional valence effects in free recall for both age groups. This shared
pattern between metamemory and memory for positive and neutral words under
individual categorization suggests that people were basing their JOLs on the emotional
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valence of the words, rather than having direct access to emotional valence effects on
memory.
The main effect of age was not significant when calculating JOL accuracy for
individually categorized words in Experiment 1, suggesting that age differences in JOL
accuracy can be attributed to normative categorization. Looking closer, however, older
adults were accurate only for the neutral, not the positive, words when individual
categorization was used. When words were individually categorized, older adults were
not only accurate for the neutral words, but had the highest metamemory accuracy score
in the study for these words. However, less than one third of the words presented to older
adults were judged to be neutral; older adults judged the majority of words as positive.
Therefore, older adults were inaccurate in their metamemory predictions for the majority
of studied words. Contrasted with the younger adults, who also rated more words as
positive than neutral, but were more accurate for those words, this finding suggests that
older adults might be evidencing an age deficit in metamemory for emotional—
specifically, positive—words.
To further examine the influence of normative categorization on JOL accuracy, a
congruency analysis was conducted for words receiving discrete EVJs congruent with
their normative category. This analysis is identical to the JOL accuracy analysis using
normative categorization, except that words receiving discrete EVJs that vary from their
normative category were removed from this analysis. With incongruently categorized
words removed, there was no main effect of age on JOL accuracy, and no age and word
valence interaction, where both younger and older adults’ JOLs were equally accurate for
positive and neutral words. In fact, it was under these conditions that older adults’ JOLs
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were most accurate. These findings suggest that age differences in JOL accuracy can be
accounted for by inconsistent categorization between individual and normative schemes.
EVJs and JOLs were correlated in order to examine the degree to which JOLs
were based on emotional valence. This direct comparison of EVJs, an independent
measure of emotional valence, to JOLs can be used to support JOL sensitivity data
suggesting that people based JOLs on their emotional experience of the words. Both age
groups’ JOLs were correlated with their continuous EVJs, indicating that JOLs were
influenced by emotional valence when they were rated on the same scale. In addition
correlation between JOLs and discrete EVJs provided evidence in both age groups for the
influence of individually experienced categorical emotional valence on JOLs. Each
word’s normative categorization as positive or neutral was also correlated with JOLs to
examine the extent to which JOLs were based on normative ratings of valence. These
findings differed between younger and older adults. Whereas younger adults’ JOLs were
influenced by normative ratings of valence, albeit to a lesser extent than discrete EVJs,
older adults’ JOLs were influenced only by discrete EVJs. These findings provide direct
support for the idea that JOLs were influenced to a greater degree by individual, rather
than normative, experience of emotional valence, especially for older adults.
The pattern observed in gamma correlations between discrete EVJs and JOLs may
explain some of the findings in JOL sensitivity and accuracy. In these analyses, older
adults’ JOLs were influenced only by individual experience of emotional valence, and
not by normative ratings, or how emotional valence is widely experienced. However,
younger adults’ JOLs were influenced by both individually experienced emotional
valence and how emotional is widely viewed, as measured by normative ratings.
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Although the normative categorization of positive and neutral words was less correlated
with younger adults’ JOLs than their discrete EVJs, normative categorization revealed
that normative experience of emotional valence significantly influenced JOLs for
younger adults. However, older adults’ JOLs were not correlated with normative ratings,
suggesting older adults do not account for normative experience of emotional valence to
the same degree as younger adults when making JOLs. Additionally, considering the fact
that older adults rated an average of three more words as positive than younger adults did,
it can be inferred that younger adults’ discrete EVJs matched the normative categories
more closely than older adults’ discrete EVJs. In this case, it is no surprise that normative
categories and JOLs were more correlated for younger adults than older adults, who
viewed more words as positive. It appears that normative categorization of emotional
valence might have obscured emotional valence effects in both Experiment 1 and in
Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) study, potentially leading to the observed age differences.
Theoretically, the fact that this shift in metamemory sensitivity and accuracy
depends on how words were categorized provides further evidence for a heuristic-based
account of metamemory. The heuristic viewpoint suggests that assessments are not based
on direct access to the state of information in memory. If this was the case, JOLs would
have been based on whether or not a word would be recalled, and that would not change
depending on which category of emotional valence in which the word was placed.
However, because the basis of JOLs is cue-based information that is accessible at the
time the metamemory assessment is made (e.g., Koriat, 1993), they will be based on the
individual experience of the emotional valence of the cue. Therefore metamemory
assessments will vary depending on the degree to which their experience of emotional
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valence matches the method of categorization of emotional valence. Under this view,
metamemory is accurate only when relying on this cue-based information during
prediction is diagnostic of the effect of those factors on memory.
In the case of the present study, older adults gave accurate JOLs for individually
categorized neutral but not positive words. Gamma correlations between JOLs and
discrete EVJs provide evidence that both younger and older adults based their JOLs on
individual experience of emotional valence. Younger adults demonstrated a greater mean
difference in recall for individually categorized positive and neutral words than older
adults. Reflecting this mean difference, JOLs were based on the emotional valence of the
word, leading to accurate JOLs for younger adults.
Although older adults’ JOLs were also higher for positive than neutral words in
the aggregate, accuracy measures the correlation between JOLs and recall on an item-byitem basis. This correlation—or lack thereof—suggests that older adults might have been
overconfident when giving JOLs for positive words, given that their recall performance
was not as disparate as JOLs between the positive and neutral words. This conclusion is
in contrast to the proposed age deficit in JOL sensitivity to the effect of emotional
valence on memory. These findings show that older adults were sensitive to effect of
emotional valence on memory, although their predictions overestimated the size of the
effect. Findings from the congruency analysis that age differences were no longer
observed after removing JOLs for words rated inconsistently between normative ratings
and discrete EVJs suggests that the reported age deficits in JOL accuracy are due to
individual differences in perception of emotional valence. However, older adults’ JOL
accuracy remained low for positive words, and overall, when emotional valence was
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categorized individually. Experiment 1 demonstrates that metamemory sensitivity to
emotional effects on memory is not affected by age when individual experience of
emotional valence is accounted for. However, JOL accuracy for positive and neutral
words appears to be impaired for older adults when normative emotional valence does
not match individual experience of emotional valence.
Limitations
Although a significant age effect was no longer observed when JOL accuracy was
sorted by individual experience of emotion, older adults were still inaccurate for words
they judged as positive. Contrasting results between our study and Tauber and Dunlosky
(2012), who found that older adults were inaccurate for neutral words, suggest that
accuracy could be affected by individual differences in perception of emotional valence.
Therefore, the categorization of emotional valence by normative ratings in our analyses,
and in Tauber and Dunlosky (2012), could have obscured these individual differences,
potentially leading to lower JOL accuracy for older adults. It is not clear why the older
adults were less accurate for positive words and younger adults were less accurate for
neutral words. One thing that makes it difficult to tease out is the unequal numbers of
words categorized individually, on average, between both the two age groups and
between positive and neutral words. On average, more words were individually rated
positive than neutral by both younger (17 positive, 11 neutral), and older adults (20
positive, 8 neutral); the discrepancy was even more pronounced in older adults.
One reason for the discrepancy between words individually rated positive and
neutral may have been the use of the continuous EVJ scale. In Experiment 1, the
continuous EVJ scale was used to determine how individuals perceived emotional
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valence using the 0 (neutral) – 100 (positive) scale. This scale was used in order to
correlate the EVJ scores with JOLs, which were made using the same scale. However,
using an anchor of 0 for the continuous EVJs could have inadvertently created a
“positivity scale” with 0 indicating neutral and all values greater than 0 indicating
degrees of positivity. This scale could have restricted distribution in continuous EVJs for
neutral words, with neutral words receiving EVJs grouped closely around 0. Not only
could this factor have accounted for the low Pearson’s correlations observed between
JOLs and continuous EVJs in Experiment 1, it also could have influenced the discrete
EVJs. This possibility is important because the discrete EVJs were used to individually
categorize words. Providing continuous EVJs on a positivity scale directly before making
discrete EVJs may have led participants to rate more words as positive than as neutral,
considering they had likely just indicated some level of positivity for the word.
Two possible solutions could address this limitation. First, the range of the
continuous EVJ scale could be extended from -100 to +100 in order to allow for a greater
distribution of neutral words. Neutral words would average around 0 on this scale, rather
than 0 serve as a neutral anchor. Using the full range of the continuous EVJ scale would
prevent participants from perceiving the scale as a positivity scale, and allow for more or
less neutral words, as well as allow for a measure of negativity, should that be the
participants’ experience. For instance, some people could have perceived normatively
categorized neutral words with high within-item standard deviation as negative, relying
on their individual experience of the words. Second, this issue might be addressed by
counterbalancing the order in which people give continuous and discrete EVJs to test
whether people were influenced toward positive ratings by making discrete EVJs after
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making their continuous EVJs. If the bias toward positive ratings is only observed when
people make continuous EVJs first, asking participants to make discrete EVJs first may
provide a more equivalent sample of individually rated positive and neutral words.
Conclusions
In Experiment 1, age differences in JOL accuracy for emotional words were
eliminated by accounting for personally experienced emotional valence. When words
were sorted for emotional valence individually, older adults’ JOLs appear to be accurate
for neutral words. However, the discrepancy between the number of words rated positive
versus neutral raises questions concerning whether older adults’ JOLs were actually
accurate, or only grouped in a way to seem accurate. Before ruling out an age deficit in
metamemory for emotional words when positive and neutral words are studied, these
issues must be addressed to determine if the condition in which older adults’ JOLs were
highly accurate, was due to the disparity in number of words rated as positive or neutral.
These issues will be addressed in Experiment 2.
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EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 1 examined the effect of normative versus individual experience of
emotional valence on memory and metamemory. The effects of categorizing emotional
valence according to individual ratings were demonstrated in both memory and
metamemory. Further, older adults appeared to show an age deficit in metamemory
accuracy when words were categorized using the normative ratings, but were equally as
accurate as younger adults when words were categorized using individual ratings.
However, several limitations were identified that were addressed in Experiment 2.
The main goal of Experiment 2 is to determine whether the scale used to make
continuous EVJs—and when these EVJs were collected—produced a positivity bias of its
own by influencing more words to be rated as positive than neutral. The main change
from Experiment 1 was to extend the continuous EVJ scale to allow ratings from -100
(negative) to 0 (neutral) to +100 (positive) in order to eliminate a possible positivity bias
by allowing for a full range of emotional valence rating. In addition, the order of
continuous and discrete EVJ phases was counterbalanced to prevent order effects from
potentially biasing the individual categorization of emotional valence.
The continuous EVJs made on the extended scale was compared to the original
scale used in Experiment 1 to determine the effect of each scale on the discrete EVJs and
therefore, the categorization of words. However, adding a -100 to 0 extension to the scale
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could have the unwanted effect of having participants anchor neutral words further along
the scale toward the -100 end of the scale. In addition, they could be reactive to the scale
and feel compelled to rate some words as more negative because they think they should
use all values on the scale. Therefore, negative words were added to the word list in one
of the conditions. In this condition, positive, neutral, and negative words were included in
the word list, and rated for valence using a -100 to +100 continuous EVJ scale.
Participants also made discrete EVJs, judging each word as “P” for positive, “N” for
neutral, or “X” for negative. All of the same constraints between positive and neutral
words were be applied to negative words (see Materials).
Method
Design and Participants
The design was a 2 (EVJ scale: 0 to 100, -100 to +100) x 3 (Word Valence:
positive, neutral, negative) mixed factorial design, although word valence was not fully
factored. EVJ scale was manipulated between subjects, and Word Valence was
manipulated within subjects. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three
conditions. In the full-valence, full-EVJ scale condition, the word list included words
normatively categorized as positive, neutral, and negative; and participants were allowed
to use the full EVJ scale from -100 to +100. This condition is referred to as the fullvalence, full-EVJ scale condition. In the positive-neutral, positive-EVJ scale condition,
the word list included only words normatively categorized as positive and neutral; and
participants used a continuous EVJ scale from 0 to +100. This condition is referred to as
the positive-neutral, positive-EVJ scale condition, and can be thought of as a replication
of Experiment 1. In the positive-neutral, full-EVJ scale condition, the same word list
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from the positive-neutral, positive-EVJ scale condition was used, containing only words
normatively categorized as positive and neutral. However, participants were allowed to
use the full EVJ scale from -100 to +100. This condition is referred to as the positiveneutral, full-EVJ scale condition, and tests whether participants’ EVJs were limited by
the positivity scale used in Experiment 1. Participants were 169 undergraduate students
enrolled in a psychology course at Mississippi State University. Each participant was
awarded course credit in exchange for his or her participation. 137 participants were
included in the analyses. 30 participants were removed due to performing below the cutoff score on the free recall test. 1 participant was removed due to performing below the
cut-off score on the Shipley Vocabulary test, and another was removed for failing to
provide JOLs.
Materials
The word list from Experiment 1 was modified for Experiment 2. 10 of the 14
positive words, and 10 of the 14 neutral words from Experiment 1 were included in the
new word list. Further, 10 negative words were added to form a list of 30 words
consisting of 10 words from each level of emotional valence. Similar to the positive and
neutral words from the original word list, the negative words were chosen from the
ANEW database of emotional words, and equated for frequency, concreteness, arousal,
and relatedness (Bradley & Lang, 1999). As in Experiment 1, normative ratings from the
ANEW and EMOTE databases were compared to ensure each word is rated in the same
range of emotional valence by both younger and older adults. The normative ratings for
the lowest rated and highest rated negative words used in Tauber and Dunlosky’s
Experiment 2 (2012) were used to determine the negative range.
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Additionally, negative words were chosen that have high within-item standard
deviations (M > 2) for the ratings. This requirement was set to increase variance in
continuous and discrete EVJs. Although mean normative ratings for these words fall into
the negative range, within one standard deviation of the mean, individual raters could
have given them ratings in the neutral range. Words with low within-item standard
deviations for emotional valence (e.g. death, doom) were not selected because very few
people rated them as anything other than highly negative.
To assure that the groups of positive, neutral, and negative words are distinct from
each other; negative words were chosen so that the mean valence ratings for each group
were separated by at least two points (on a nine-point scale). Further, negative words
were selected so that mean across-item standard deviation is low (M < .5) to ensure that
the negative words were rated similarly to each other. These specifications resulted in
three distinct groups of positive, neutral, and negative words whose normative ratings
varied widely between raters.
Procedure
Largely, the same procedure was followed as the procedure described for younger
adults in Experiment 1. The only difference is that the order of the continuous EVJ phase,
and the discrete EVJ phase, was counterbalanced. After providing consent, participants
were instructed to study 30 words for 3 seconds each in random order on a desktop
computer screen. After studying and making JOLs for each word, participants completed
the operation span (OSPAN) working memory task (Unsworth et al., 2005), before
attempting a free recall test.
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After the free recall phase, participants were presented with either the continuous
EVJ or the discrete EVJ phase, according to their counterbalance condition. Next, the
Shipley vocabulary test, a demographic questionnaire, and then MMSE were
administered in that order. Finally, participants were thanked and assigned credit for their
participation.
Results
Separate one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to test for word
valence effects on free recall, JOL sensitivity, and JOL accuracy for each of the three
experimental conditions: 1) positive-neutral list, positive-neutral EVJ scale; 2) positiveneutral list, full-EVJ scale condition; and 3) full-valence list, full-EVJ scale condition. 30
words were studied in the full-valence condition, with 10 words from each of the three
emotional valence categories. For the positive-neutral conditions, 14 positive and 14
neutral words were studied. For analysis, words were both normatively and individually
categorized in the same manner as Experiment 1.
The effect of the order in which continuous versus discrete EVJs were made was
examined by counterbalancing the order in which they were made within each condition.
Specifically, the goal was to examine whether making continuous EVJs on the positiveneutral EVJ scale prior to making discrete EVJs could have led to the higher rate of
positive discrete EVJs in Experiment 1. This finding may have occurred because the
positive-neutral scale could have been interpreted as a positivity scale, rather than a range
from neutral to positive. If it was interpreted as a positivity scale, making “positivity”
ratings could have led to more words being categorized as positive on the subsequent
discrete EVJ scale. A t-test was conducted between the two counterbalance conditions on
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the number of words allocated positive versus neutral using the discrete EVJs in the
positive-neutral list, positive-neutral EVJ scale condition. More words were rated positive
when continuous EVJs were made before discrete EVJs (M = 18), than words rated
positive when discrete EVJs were made first (M = 15), as seen in Figure 10; however, an
independent samples t-test revealed that this difference was not significant. This finding
demonstrates that making continuous EVJs before discrete EVJs did not affect the
proportion of positive versus neutral discrete EVJs.

Figure 10.
Mean discrete EVJ count as a function of word valence and
counterbalance condition from Experiment 2.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
In addition to examining any order effects of making continuous versus discrete
EVJs, the effect of using the positive-neutral EVJ scale versus the full-EVJ scale on the
number of positive versus neutral discrete EVJs was examined. Limiting continuous
EVJs to a positive-neutral scale could have restricted the distribution of continuous EVJs
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for words experienced as neutral. If the positive-neutral scale was perceived as a
positivity scale, any continuous EVJ other than 0 may be interpreted as an indication of
positive valence, and thus influenced participants to categorize more words as positive in
the following discrete EVJ phase. A test between the number positive and neutral discrete
EVJs provided after using the positive-neutral continuous EVJ scale versus the full-EVJ
continuous scale examined this possibility. A t-test was conducted between the number of
words allocated positive versus neutral discrete EVJs after using the continuous positiveneutral (0 – 100) EVJ scale versus the continuous full-EVJ (-100 - +100) scale. This
comparison tests whether the type of scale used influenced the number of positive versus
neutral discrete EVJs when each continuous scale was presented first. A similar number
of words received positive discrete EVJs after using the continuous positive-neutral EVJ
scale (M = 18) as when the continuous full-EVJ scale (M = 17) was used; a paired
samples t-test revealed no effect of scale, t(43) < 1. This finding demonstrates that, from
a list of normatively categorized positive and neutral words, participants rated a larger
proportion of words as positive regardless of which scale was used.
All of the research questions motivating Experiment 2 were answered by
comparisons across conditions using individual categorization of emotional valence.
Therefore, this Results section focused only on data analyses of the individual
categorization conditions. For completeness of reporting, analyses using the normative
categorization is in Appendix C.
Repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted to analyze free recall, JOL
sensitivity, and JOL accuracy for words classified by each individual participant’s
discrete EVJs as positive, neutral, or negative, depending on experimental condition.
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Criterion for significance was set at p < .05 for all analyses. Goodman-Kruskal’s gamma
correlations were calculated between JOLs and continuous EVJs to determine the degree
to which JOLs and continuous EVJs were based on the same underlying variable of
emotional valence. High correlations indicated that words that received high JOLs also
received high continuous EVJs. Correlations were calculated for each experimental
condition separately. The full analysis of continuous EVJ magnitude is available in
Appendix D; only results related to the degree to which JOLs and EVJs were correlated
are reported here. Results are reported by each condition separately.
Goodman-Kruskal’s gamma correlations were also calculated between each
person’s discrete EVJ for each word and the JOL given to that word. The goal was the
same as for the continuous EVJ-JOL analysis: to examine the degree to which both
measures were based on the underlying variable of emotional valence. The mean gamma
correlation for each level of valence in each condition was analyzed using a one-sample ttest. Because gamma correlations require two levels of the categorical variable in the
correlation, mean gamma correlations were first for JOLs for words rated either positive
or neutral, and then for JOLs for words rated as either neutral or negative. Separating
these two groups of correlations allowed us to examine first whether words that received
positive judgments received higher JOLs than words that received neutral judgments, and
second, whether words that received negative judgments received higher—based on
absolute value of the negative end of the continuous EVJ scale—JOLs than words
receiving neutral judgments. These separate analyses examined whether a highly
emotional word elicited a higher metamemory prediction, regardless of valence. The
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analysis of whether higher or lower JOLs were given to positive versus negative words
did not inform our hypothesis and was not conceptually comprehendible using gammas.
Positive-neutral List, Positive-neutral EVJ Scale (Replication Condition)
Participants rated more of the 28 studied words as positive (M = 17, SD = .63)
than neutral (M = 12, SD = .62). The difference in free recall between positive (M = .37,
SE = .03) and neutral (M = .25, SE = .02) words was significant, F(1, 39) = 13.23, p <
.01, ηp2 = .253. A significant difference was also observed between JOL magnitude for
positive (M = 54.59, SE = 2.40) and neutral words (M = 42.70, SE = 2.97), F(1, 39) =
50.98, p < .01, ηp2= .57. JOL accuracy did not differ between positive (M = .26, SE =
.06) and neutral (M = .35, SE = .08) words, F(1, 36) = .803, p = .38, ηp2= .02.
Experiment 1 findings in free recall and JOL sensitivity were replicated by the positiveneutral list, positive-neutral EVJ scale condition of Experiment 2. Recall and JOL
magnitude were greater for positive than neutral words in both Experiment 1 and in the
replication condition, demonstrating that JOLs were sensitive to the emotional salience
effect in recall (See Figure 11).
JOL accuracy results diverged from Experiment 1 results in which younger
adults’ JOL accuracy was better than chance for positive, but not for neutral words. In the
replication condition of Experiment 2, JOL accuracy was better than chance for both
positive and neutral words, with no significant difference between the two valence types
(See Figure 12).
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Figure 11.
Mean proportion of free recall and mean JOL magnitude as a function of
word valence from the positive-neutral list, positive-neutral EVJ scale condition of
Experiment 2 using individual categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.

Figure 12.
Mean gamma correlations between JOLs and free recall as a function of
word valence from the positive-neutral list, positive-neutral EVJ scale condition of
Experiment 2 using individual categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
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Positive-neutral List, Full-valence EVJ Scale
Out of 28 studied words in the positive-neutral, full-EVJ scale condition,
participants rated an average of 16 as positive (SD = .44), 9 as neutral (SD = .43), and 2
as negative (SD = .28). This finding showed that not only do individual emotional
valence ratings vary from normative categorization in terms of sorting between positive
and neutral valence, but even when normatively categorized lists contain no negative
words, when the scale allowed them to do so, individuals did rate some words as
negative. Although it did occur, there were very few words categorized as negative (M =
2). Repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to analyze free recall and JOL
sensitivity, for words classified as positive or neutral by each individual’s discrete EVJs.
However, a repeated measures ANOVA could not be used to test for effects in JOL
accuracy because a large number of participants had gammas correlations that could not
be calculated because of constant variables within the small number of negative words.
Rather than eliminate these participants’ gamma correlations from the analysis or allow
listwise deletion of participants whose negative gamma correlations could not be
calculated (as occurs for repeated-measures ANOVAs), a linear mixed model analysis
was conducted instead. Linear mixed models delete only the missing data from analysis
while retaining all other repeated measures for the participant.
Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ2(2)
= 17.68, p < .01, so a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to test of the effect of
emotional valence on free recall. The effect was not significant, F(1.40, 46.33) = 1.80, p
= .18, ηp2= .05. Post Hoc LSD tests revealed no differences in recall between positive
(M = .39, SE = .03) and negative (M = .34, SE = .06) words, or neutral (M = .29, SE =
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.03) and negative words; however, positive words were recalled at a significantly higher
rate than neutral words, p < .01. Although the emotional valence literature predicts a
negativity bias in younger adults’ memory performance for negative words over positive
words, this effect was not observed in this condition (Kensinger, Garoff-Eaton, &
Schacter, 2003; Kensinger & Schacter, 2008;Charles et al., 2003). This discrepancy was
most likely due to the small number of negative words in this condition.
Mauchly’s test indicated the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ2(2) =
8.04, p = .02, so a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to the test of the effect of
emotional valence on JOL sensitivity. The effect was significant, F(1.64, 54.01) = 7.16, p
< .003, ηp2= .18. Post Hoc LSD tests showed that positive words (M = 58.98, SE = 2.73)
received higher JOLs than negative (M = 49.19, SE = 3.03; p < .01) or neutral words (M
= 49.50, SE = 4.00; p < .01). The difference between neutral and negative words was not
significant (p =.92), demonstrating that younger adults’ JOLs were sensitive to the effect
of positive versus neutral and negative emotional valence on memory (Figure 13).
One-sample t-tests indicate that JOL accuracy was significantly better than chance
for positive words, t(37) = 4.445, p < .01; however, JOL accuracy was no better than
chance for neutral, t(33) = .981, p = .333, or negative words, t(16) = .126, p = .126.
Although there appeared to be emotional valence effects when observing one-sample ttests between JOL accuracy for each emotional valence level, a linear mixed models
analysis revealed that, the overall effect of emotional valence on JOL accuracy was not
significant, F(2, 86) = 1.098, p = .338. JOLs were equally accurate for all comparisons,
as seen in Figure 14. With fewer neutral and negative words versus positive words, more
variability was observed in JOL accuracy for neutral and negative versus positive words.
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Although this high variability kept neutral and negative JOLs from being significantly
more accurate than chance, participants’ JOLs were equally accurate across the three
levels of emotional valence.

Figure 13.
Mean proportion of free recall and mean JOL magnitude as a function of
word valence from the positive-neutral list, full-valence EVJ scale condition of
Experiment 2 using individual categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
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Figure 14.
Mean gamma correlations between JOLs and free recall as a function of
word valence from the positive-neutral list, full-valence EVJ scale condition of
Experiment 2 using individual categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
Allowing participants to use the full EVJ scales to indicate their experience of
emotional valence increased variability in the distribution of words categorized as
positive, neutral, and negative. This manipulation did not, however, have much of an
effect on free recall, JOL sensitivity, or JOL accuracy. Just as emotional salience effects
were observed in free recall and JOL magnitude in Experiment 1 and for the positiveneutral list, positive-neutral EVJ scale condition in Experiment 2, positive words were
also recalled more and given higher JOLs in this condition using the full EVJ scale.
Similar effects were also found for JOL accuracy; emotional valence did not affect JOL
accuracy in either condition. These JOL accuracy findings diverge from those found in
Experiment 1, where younger adults’ JOL accuracy was better for positive than for
neutral words.
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Full-valence List, Full-valence EVJ Scale
Out of 30 study words, participants rated more words as positive (M = 12, SD =
.41) than neutral (M = 9, SD = .46) or negative (M = 9, SD = .30). A repeated-measures
ANOVA indicated that the effect of emotional valence on free recall was significant, F(2,
112) = 13.17, p < .01, ηp2= .19. Post Hoc LSD tests demonstrated that positive (M = .37,
SE = .03) words were more likely to be recalled than either neutral (M = .24, SE = .03) or
negative (M = .26, SE = .03) words. Consistent with the emotional salience effect, more
positive words were recalled than neutral words. However, memory was not better
negative words over positive and neutral words, as predicted by emotional valence
literature citing a negativity bias in younger adults (Kensinger, Garoff-Eaton, & Schacter,
2003; Kensinger & Schacter, 2008; Charles et al., 2003). This finding cannot be
attributed to a small number of negative words, as in the positive-neutral list, full-EVJ
scale condition, because a similar number of words individually categorized into all three
levels of valence.
Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ2(2)
= 17.68, p < .01, so a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to the test of the effect
of emotional valence on JOL magnitude. The effect was significant, F(2, 112) = 8.89, p <
.01, ηp2= .14. Post Hoc LSD tests demonstrated that positive (M = 58.52, SE = 2.39)
words received higher JOLs than neutral (M = 51.66, SE = 2.55) and negative (M =
52.34, SE = 2.38) words. The difference between neutral and negative words was not
significant, p < .01. JOLs appear to have been sensitive to the effect of all three levels of
emotional valence, as categorized individually, on recall (See Figure 15).
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Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ2(2)
= 7.362, p = .03, so a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to the test of the effect
of emotional valence on JOL accuracy. The effect was not significant, F(1.72, 74.09) =
2.35, p = .10, ηp2= .05. JOLs were equally accurate for all three levels of emotional
valence. Equivalent JOL accuracy for positive and neutral words replicate the accuracy
findings from the previous two conditions; participants were equally accurate for
positive, neutral, and negative words (See Figure 16).

Figure 15.
Mean proportion of free recall and mean JOL magnitude as a function of
word valence from the full-valence list, full-valence EVJ scale condition of Experiment 2
using individual categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
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Figure 16.
Mean gamma correlations between JOLs and free recall as a function of
word valence from the full-valence list, full-valence EVJ scale condition of Experiment 2
using individual categorization.
Note. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
The full-valence list, full-EVJ scale condition extended previous memory and
metamemory findings for individually categorized positive and neutral words to include
individually categorized negative words. The emotional salience effect in free recall and
JOL magnitude for individually categorized positive versus neutral words replicates the
previous two conditions, as well as Experiment 1. The typical effect of emotional valence
between free recall and JOL magnitude for negative versus neutral words was not
observed in either of the Experiment 2 conditions that included individually categorized
negative words. Similar effects were observed in free recall in each condition. More
positive words were recalled than neutral words in all conditions. Both conditions that
included individually categorized negative words found that recall for negative words
was worse than recall for positive words, and equal to recall for neutral words. The
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pattern of JOL magnitude in response to emotional valence matched the same pattern of
free recall, indicating that JOLs were sensitive to effect of emotional valence on memory
in each condition. No emotional valence effects were observed in JOL accuracy for any
of the conditions, indicating that previously reported emotional valence effects on JOL
accuracy in Experiment 1 may have been spurious.
Word Valence x JOL Correlations
Continuous EVJ/JOL Pearson’s Correlations. JOLs were correlated with
continuous EVJs to determine the degree to which they were based on the same
underlying variable of emotional valence. High correlations indicated that words that
received high JOLs also received high continuous EVJs. Correlations were calculated for
each experimental condition separately. The full analysis of continuous EVJ magnitude is
available in Appendix D; only results related to the degree to which JOLs and EVJs were
correlated are reported here.
Positive-neutral list, positive-neutral EVJ scale condition: Mean Pearson’s
correlations between continuous EVJs and JOLs (M = .20, SE = .03) were significantly
better than chance (p < .01). Significant correlations between EVJs and JOLs in this
condition replicate findings from Experiment 1 showing that the JOLs were at least
partially based on emotional valence.
Full-valence list, full-EVJ scale condition. Mean Pearson’s correlations between
continuous EVJs and JOLs ( M = .13, SE = .05) were significantly better than chance (p
= .01). This significant mean correlation extends findings from Experiment 1 to show that
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JOLs were based on emotional valence. However, for both conditions emotional valence
only partially accounts for the variance in JOL sensitivity.
Together, these findings indicate that JOLs were influenced by emotional valence
in the current study. An independent measure of emotional valence provides direct
evidence of how emotional valence was experienced by each participant. These
correlations suggest that participants considered their emotional experience of each word
when making JOLs on a continuous scale.
Note: Gammas correlating JOL magnitude with continuous EVJs were not
calculated due to a logging error in the computer program for the continuous EVJ phase
of this condition.
Discrete EVJ/ JOL Gamma Correlations. Goodman-Kruskal’s gamma
correlations were calculated between each person’s individual categorization of words as
positive, neutral, or negative, depending on condition, and the JOL given to that word.
The goal was the same as for the continuous EVJ-JOL analysis: to examine the degree to
which both measures were based on the underlying variable of emotional valence. The
mean gamma correlation for each level of valence in each condition was analyzed using a
one-sample t-test. Because gamma correlations require two levels of the categorical
variable in the correlation, mean gamma correlations were first for JOLs for words rated
either positive or neutral, and then for JOLs for words rated as either neutral or negative.
Separating these two groups of correlations allowed us to examine first whether words
that received positive judgments received higher JOLs than words that received neutral
judgments, and second, whether words that received negative judgments received
higher—based on absolute value of the negative end of the continuous EVJ scale—JOLs
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than words receiving neutral judgments. These separate analyses examined whether a
highly emotional word elicited a higher metamemory prediction, regardless of valence.
The analysis of whether higher or lower JOLs were given to positive versus negative
words did not inform our hypothesis.
Words were categorized as positive, neutral, or negative according to discrete
EVJs provided by each individual. One-sample t-tests show that the participants’
categorization of a word as positive or neutral was significantly correlated with its given
JOL in all three conditions (See Figure 17). In contrast, participants’ categorization of a
word as negative or neutral was not correlated with JOLs in any condition. These results
demonstrate that words rated as positive by participants also received higher JOLs than
the words they rated neutral. However, JOLs did not vary in the same way as discrete
EVJs for words rated neutral or negative, as evidenced by nonsignificant gamma
correlations. Significant correlations between JOLs and participants’ categorization of
positive and neutral words replicate those from Experiment 1. However, findings of an
influence of emotional valence on metamemory predictions were not extended to a list
including neutral and negative words, as participants’ JOLs did not differ between
individually categorized negative and neutral words.
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Figure 17.
Mean gamma correlations between JOLs and word valence as a function
of word valence and condition from Experiment 1.

Experiment 2 Discussion
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to examine potential methodological issues in
Experiment, provide a replication of the findings of Experiment 1, and also to extend
those findings to a list of words with three levels of emotional valence. A disconnect
between the number of words in each emotional valence category was observed between
normative and individual categorization methods in Experiment 1. Although normative
categorization produced 14 positive and 14 neutral words in the two-level list and 10 each
of positive, neutral, and negative words in the three-level list, these same counts were not
obtained under individual categorization. Regardless of the list level, individual
categorization always produced more positive words than either neutral or negative
words.
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The primary methodological issue examined was the effect of using the 0-100
positive-neutral EVJ scale, as used in Experiment 1, on discrete judgments of emotional
valence. The effect of first making continuous and then discrete EVJs on judgments of
emotional valence--as was done in Experiment 1—was investigated in Experiment 2. An
additional counterbalance condition was added such that discrete EVJs were sometimes
made prior to making continuous EVJs, to test for potential order effects.
In addition, a full -100-0-100 EVJ scale was used in Experiment 2 for both a twolevel and three-level list of emotional words to allow for a comparison of scales. At issue
was the potential for participants to interpret the continuous 0-100 EVJ scale as a
positivity scale, which was the crux of the scale comparison manipulation. If this 0-100
scale was perceived as rating degrees of positivity, rather than as a range from neutral to
positive as intended, using this scale first could have influenced the participants to
provide more positive than neutral Discrete EVJs. If discrete EVJs were biased towards
positive words, words experienced as having neutral valence could have been categorized
as positive by participants. This may have led to words in the positive category being
overrepresented in free recall, JOL sensitivity, and JOL accuracy results, in which
individual categorization of emotional valence was determined by discrete EVJs.
The positive-neutral list, positive-neutral EVJ scale condition examined whether
memory and metamemory effects observed in Experiment 1 could be replicated. This
condition also examined potential order effects on the number of positive versus neutral
discrete EVJs due to participants making continuous EVJs in the phase prior to making
discrete EVJs. Free recall, JOL sensitivity, and JOL accuracy results in Experiment 1
could have been influenced if words experienced as neutral were categorized as positive
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due to order effects between the EVJ phases. This concern regarding the order in which
discrete and continuous EVJs were made was not substantiated in the positive-neutral list,
positive-neutral EVJ scale condition of Experiment 2; Therefore, this issue can be
dismissed as a potential confound in Experiment 1. There was no difference in the
number of words categorized as positive on the discrete EVJ scale, regardless of the order
in which the two scales were used. Because no order effects were observed, analyses for
each of the dependent variables were collapsed across counterbalance condition. Findings
in free recall and JOL sensitivity replicated those reported in Experiment 1. The
emotional salience effect was observed in free recall and in JOL magnitude,
demonstrating that participants were sensitive to the effect of emotional valence on recall.
JOL accuracy results in Experiment 2 did not replicate those from Experiment 1,
however. Younger adults in Experiment 1 provided accurate JOLs for positive, but not
for neutral words. In contrast, JOL accuracy was better than chance across all levels of
emotional valence in the replication condition of Experiment 2. This finding suggests that
younger adults’ poor JOL accuracy for neutral words in Experiment 1 may have been a
spurious effect, as younger adults have not demonstrated deficits in JOL accuracy for
neutral words in the literature (Zimmerman & Kelley, 2010). This replication condition
suggests that free recall and JOL sensitivity results from Experiment 1 are robust, and
that individual categorization of emotional words is a valid measure to examine
emotional valence effects in memory and memory. However, effects due to the type of
scale used in Experiment 1 may remain.
To test for effects of the scale used to make EVJs, a -100-0-100 scale was used to
rate emotional valence for the same list of words in the positive-neutral list, full-valence
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EVJ scale condition. The positive-neutral (0-100) and full-EVJ (-100-0-100) scales had
similar effects on the number of positive and neutral discrete EVJs when the continuous
EVJ scales were used before the discrete EVJ scale. When participants were allowed to
use the full-EVJ scale to rate the same positive-neutral list, in the positive-neutral list,
full-valence EVJ scale condition, there continued to be a disproportionate number of
positive words, with an average of 7 more positive than neutral words. Having accounted
for, and subsequently dismissed potential scale effects on discrete EVJs, free recall, JOL
sensitivity, and JOL accuracy results were examined for words individually categorized
using the full EVJ scale. Emotional salience effects for positive over neutral words in free
recall and JOL magnitude replicate those reported previously in Experiment 1 and in the
replication condition. Although negative words did not get recalled more, or receive
higher JOLs as predicted by the emotional salience effect, this could have been due to the
low number of negative words in this condition. JOL accuracy results support the
findings from the replication condition, where younger adults’ were equally accurate
across all three emotional valence levels. This finding casts further doubt on the validity
of younger adults’ poor JOL accuracy for neutral words in Experiment 1.
Although the type of EVJ scale used did not affect the number of words
individually categorized as positive, allowing participants to make negative EVJs
revealed a limitation of the positive-neutral EVJ scales. On average, 2 words were
categorized as negative in this condition. This finding demonstrates that an average of
two of the words designated as positive or neutral in Experiment 1, and in the replication
condition, were actually experienced by participants as negative. This restriction could
have been problematic for metamemory results because neutral and negative emotional
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valence impact memory differently. Younger adults have been found to recall negative
words at a higher rate than neutral words, and even positive words (Kensinger & Corkin,
2003; Kensinger et al., 2007). This negativity bias in younger adults could have led
participants to recall negative words at a higher rate. Further, the inclusion of individually
experienced negative words in the neutral category could have led to higher recall and
higher JOLs in Experiment 1 and in the replication condition than would have been
obtained for neutral words only. It appears that even when judging a list of only
normatively categorized positive and neutral words, implementing a full-EVJ scale
provides a clearer picture of how emotional valence is individually experienced.
Considering that an average of only two words were rated as negative in the
positive-neutral list, full-EVJ scale condition, negative EVJs made in this condition may
have been a result of demand characteristics to use the entire scale provided. To test for
effects of demand characteristics, a list with three levels of emotional valence was
provided along with the full EVJ scale. When normatively categorized negative words
were included in the list, an average of 9 out of 30 words were individually categorized
as negative. Considering that people continued to categorize as negative suggests that the
full EVJ scale was used correctly in the positive-neutral list, full-EVJ scale condition.
Further, this finding indicates that the average of two words rated as negative in that
condition were actually experienced as negative by participants, rather than being an
artifact of demand characteristics in the study. Thus, the use of individual categorization
of emotional words can reasonably be extended to examine emotional valence effects on
negative words.
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The discrepancy between individually categorized positive and neutral words
observed in Experiment 1, and in the replication condition of Experiment 2,was reduced
to a degree when normatively categorized negative words were added to the list along
with the option to make negative discrete EVJs. Discrete EVJs made using the full-EVJ
scale to categorize a list with three levels of emotional valence resulted in discrete EVJ
counts between positive, neutral and negative words that were most similar to the
equivalent word counts in normative categories. Adding normatively categorized
negative words to the list reduced the imbalance between individual categorization of
words as positive and neutral. In the full-valence, full-EVJ scale condition, an average of
3 more words were rated positive than neutral or negative. Looking at JOL accuracy
between levels of emotional valence in this condition may provide a better picture of
metamemory performance than provided by Experiment 1, as each emotional valence
group received a similar number of JOLs.
The emotional salience effect in free recall and JOL magnitude for individually
categorized positive versus neutral words replicates Experiment 1 along with the
previously reported conditions of Experiment 2. The typical emotional salience effect of
increased recall and JOL magnitude for negative versus neutral words was not observed
in this condition. Although this might be expected when very few words are categorized
as negative, it was not expected in the full-valence list, full-EVJ scale condition where a
similar number of words were categorized as positive, neutral, and negative. Although
there are no theoretical reasons supporting this effect in the emotional valence literature,
findings from Experiments 1 and 2 suggest the emotional salience effect for negative
words may apply only to normatively categorized negative words, and not to individually
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categorized negative words. No emotional valence effects were observed in JOL accuracy
for any of the conditions in Experiment 2. This lack of an effect across three conditions
suggests that younger adults’ poor JOL accuracy for neutral words in Experiment 1 may
not be replicable.
Gamma correlations between EVJs and JOLs demonstrate that the same factor
that influenced EVJs, emotional valence, also influenced participants when making JOLs.
This relationship was found regardless of whether EVJs were made on a continuous or a
discrete scale, indicating that both graded and categorical experience of emotional
valence had an impact on metamemory predictions. These findings have implications on
the bases JOLs, suggesting that participants used heuristics that accounted for emotional
valence to inform their JOLs. The potential use of such heuristics, and the effects they
might have had on metamemory performance for younger and older adults in Experiment
1 will be discussed.
Overall, Experiment 2 supported the conclusions drawn from younger adults’
memory and metamemory performance in Experiment 1. The order in which continuous
versus discrete EVJs were made had no effect on how words were individually
categorized in Experiment 2, demonstrating that results from Experiment 1 cannot be
attributed to order effects. Likewise, the scale used in Experiment 2 had no effect on
individual categorization of positive versus neutral words. Although the positive-neutral
scale used in Experiment 1 may have restricted participants from judging emotional
valence as negative; replication of memory and metamemory results from Experiment 1
to the positive-neutral list, full-EVJ scale condition of Experiment 2 suggests that
memory and metamemory results were not affected by this restriction. Further, the full
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valence list, full-EVJ scale condition of Experiment 2 shows that participants can use the
full EVJ scale to individually categorize positive, neutral, and negative words according
to their own emotional experience of these words.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) reported evidence of age deficits in metamemory for
words that varied in emotional valence. Although an emotional salience effect—more
positive than neutral words—were obtained in recall for both younger and older adults,
only the judgments of learning (JOLs) for the younger adults were sensitive to the effect.
The JOLs of older adults did not differ between the two valence levels, suggesting that
their older adults did not base their JOLs on the emotional valence of the words. Age
differences in JOL accuracy were also found. Although JOL accuracy was higher for the
older adults in many comparisons, their JOLs were inaccurate for positive words when
three levels of emotional valence were studied, and for neutral words when only positive
and neutral words were studied. Taken together with age differences in JOL sensitivity
results, this pattern of poor JOL accuracy led Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) to suggest that
older adults may have exhibited an age-related deficit in metamemory for the effect of
emotional valence on memory. However, these findings are inconsistent with much of the
literature examining age effects on metamemory; despite pronounced aging effects in
memory, metamemory has generally been reported to be unaffected by aging (Eakin &
Hertzog, 2006; 2012; Connor, Hertzog, & Dunlosky, 1997; Hertzog, Sinclair, &
Dunlosky, 2010; Eakin, Hertzog, & Harris, 2014, but see Souchay et al., 2007).
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Potential methodological problems that could have contributed to these age
differences were identified and accounted for in the current study. First, Tauber and
Dunlosky (2012) reported worse memory for their older than their younger adults, which
could have contributed to poor JOL accuracy because of fewer items going into each
emotional valence category for each measure; fewer items would have especially effected
their accuracy calculations. In Experiment 1 of the present study, older adults were given
more time to study than the younger adults and did not have a long distractor task
between study and test phases. These measures were successful in equating free recall for
the two age groups, allowing for a more stable measure of metamemory accuracy for
both age groups because of the similar number of recalled versus unrecalled words for
both groups.
Second, Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) used normative ratings of emotional
valence to categorize words as positive, neutral, or negative that were taken from a
database created only by younger adults (ANEW database; Bradley & Lang, 1999). Age
effects in the emotional valence literature, such as positivity bias (Charles et al., 2003;
Mather & Carstensen, 2005; Spaniol, Voss, & Grady, 2008), suggest that emotional
words may be experienced differently by older and younger adults. Particularly relevant
to the current study, positivity bias has been attributed to a tendency by older adults to
focus more on positive than on neutral or negative stimuli (Spaniol et al., 2008).
Likewise, older adults in Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) study could have been more
likely to focus on the positive aspects of the neutral words, despite the fact that younger
adults had normed them as neutral. Experiment 1 corrected for possible discrepancies in
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categorization of words as positive or neutral between the two age groups by creating a
new word list with words that were rated congruently by both age groups.
Although the new word list eliminated differences in how words were
normatively categorized by the two age groups, I hypothesized that the age-deficits
obtained by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) could have been due to individual differences
in the way participants experienced emotional valence differently than the normative
average reflected in the normative databases. I hypothesized that discrepancies between
the normative categorization and individual experience of emotional valence—especially
if the experiences were different for the two age groups—could have produced the age
differences obtained. This potential categorization issue was addressed in both
experiments in the current study by comparing the normative categorization of the
emotional valence of words using the databases to individual emotional valence
categorization. This procedure was done by obtaining individual measures of each
participant’s emotional experience for each word; both continuous and discrete measures
were used. Continuous emotional valence judgments (EVJs) were obtained using a 100point scale in order to provide a precise measure of emotional experience. Although this
scale restricted participants from making negative EVJs, Experiment 2 revealed no effect
of this scale versus a scale allowing for negative judgments on the dependent variables in
question.
Discrete EVJs were also obtained using a positive and neutral ratings for each
word; these ratings were used to individually categorize each word as positive, neutral, or
negative. This method allowed for a comparison of memory and metamemory between
normative and individual categorization of emotional valence, especially in Experiment
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1. Correlations between JOLs and both continuous and discrete EVJs were also computed
to provide a measure of the degree to which each age group based JOLs on emotional
valence. These correlations were compared to correlations between each word’s
normative valence and JOLs in order to examine whether JOLs were more correlated
with individually or normatively categorization of emotional valence.
To determine whether age differences in metamemory remained after controlling
for age differences in recall and word list discrepancies between the two age groups,
analyses were conducted using the same normative categorization as was used in Tauber
and Dunlosky’s (2012) study. Using normative categorization, an emotional salience
effect was not found in recall and JOL magnitude varied with emotional valence only for
younger adults. These findings replicated those from Tauber and Dunlosky (2012).
Despite the methodological changes in this study, age deficits were observed in JOL
accuracy using normative categorization. JOL accuracy for the older adults was no better
than chance for either positive or neutral words. These findings show that the age
differences reported by Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) were not simply due to age
differences in recall and discrepancies in the word list.
The results were different, however, when analyses were conducted using
individual categorization. Although neither age group demonstrated an effect of
emotional valence on free recall using normative categorization, participants in both age
groups recalled more positive than neutral words using individual categorization. The
disparate findings for free recall between categorization schemes was the first indication
that participants in both age groups experienced emotional valence of words differently
from their normative categorization. JOL sensitivity results were also influenced
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differently by normative than individual categorization of emotional words in Experiment
1. For younger adults, although their JOL magnitude varied with emotional valence under
normative categorization, they did not track recall for which no emotional salience effect
was obtained. Under individual categorization, not only did their JOLs vary with
emotional valence—their JOLs were higher for positive than for neutral words—they
also were consistent with the emotional salience effect obtained in recall for individual
categorization. These findings demonstrate that, even with the younger adult age group,
individual differences in the emotional experience of words led to poor JOL sensitivity
when categorizing emotional valence according to normative ratings.
Older adults’ JOL magnitude did not differ between normatively categorized
positive and neutral words; however, rather than this finding supporting an age-deficit as
it did in Tauber and Dunlosky (2012), in the current study recall was also not different for
positive and neutral words. Therefore, unlike younger adults in the current study, older
adults’ JOLs were actually sensitive to the lack of emotional salience effect on recall
when categorized using normative ratings. For individual categorization, older adults
demonstrated that their JOLs were sensitive to an emotional valence effect on memory;
both their JOLs and their recall was higher for positive than for neutral words.
Using normative categorization, one can assume that JOLs for some words
experienced as positive by participants were grouped with neutral words, and vice versa.
If this was the case, words normatively categorized as neutral may be experienced as
positive, and given high JOLs, thus increasing JOL magnitude for neutral words. If the
opposite is true for words normatively categorized as positive, then actual mean
differences in JOL magnitude between positive and neutral words may be obscured. JOLs
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reflect the individual experience of emotional valence—as evidenced by the correlation
between EVJs and JOLs in the current study—and if words are categorized in a manner
that muddles this experience sensitivity to emotional valence will be obscured by that
categorization, regardless of age. The findings of the present study showing discrepancies
between normative and individual categorization supports this view.
In contrast to the age deficits in JOL accuracy reported by Tauber and Dunlosky
(2012), which were specific to particular, but not all, conditions, under normative
categorization, older adults were less accurate than younger adults for both positive and
neutral words. These findings reinforce what Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) hinted at
throughout their study, but could not support conclusively; that aging negatively impacts
metamemory for emotional words. Although the JOL accuracy of older adults appeared
to improve under individual categorization, they actually were mostly inaccurate except
for a small number of neutral words. Overall, older adults were not able to discriminate
between which words would later be recalled from those that would not when providing
JOLs. However, these findings could be colored by the fact that older adults were almost
exclusively making JOLs on words that they categorized as positive.
JOLs and EVJs were correlated to examine the degree to which JOLs were based
on emotional valence. Younger adults’ JOLs were correlated with both discrete EVJs and
normative categorization of positive and neutral words in Experiment 1. Older adults’
JOLs, however, were correlated only with their discrete EVJs, indicating that their JOLs
were influenced by individual experience of emotional valence only. This finding
highlights why age differences in JOL sensitivity were obtained using normative
categorization, but not when using individual categorization. Younger adults’ individual
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experience of emotional valence as indicated by their JOLs appear to have been more
aligned with the normative ratings than were those of the older adults. Older adults’
individual experiences of emotional valence of the words did not match their normative
categories, and correlations between discrete EVJs and JOLs show that JOLs were
influenced only by their individual experience.
A group of younger adults replicated these free recall and JOL sensitivity results
in Experiment 2. The emotional salience effect was observed in both free recall and JOL
magnitude for a list of individually categorized positive and neutral words, but not for
normatively categorized words. JOL accuracy was equal across all levels of emotional
valence, suggesting that younger adults’ diminished JOL accuracy for positive words in
Experiment 1 was a spurious effect. The relationship between JOLs and individual
categorization of word valence (discrete EVJs) was significantly stronger than the
relationship between JOLs and normative categorization of word valence in Experiment
2. These findings support the previously stated view that the younger adults’ JOLs were
somewhat consistent with the normative categorization, although to a lesser extent than to
individual categorization of emotional valence.
Age deficits in JOL sensitivity to the emotional salience effect on recall appear to
be accounted for by the use of normative categorization of emotional valence. Whereas
JOL sensitivity is examined at the aggregate level, JOL accuracy results are based on
correlations at the item level. Therefore, categorization methods may influence JOL
accuracy within emotional valence levels, but have no effect on overall JOL accuracy.
Overall, older adults’ JOLs were inaccurate in the current study. Although their JOLs
discriminated between individually categorized positive and neutral words, older adults
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were unable to discriminate on a word-by-word basis which of these words would later
be recalled. Evidence from Experiment 1 supports an age-related deficit in metamemory
for emotional, and specifically positive and neutral, words.
Theoretical Explanations for Age-related Deficits in Metamemory
Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) findings cast some initial doubt on older adults’
metamemory abilities for emotional words. However, Tauber and Dunlosky (2012)
eventually concluded that the bulk of their data supported the hypothesis that
metamemory was not affected by aging: older adults were actually more accurate than
younger adults for negative and neutral words in the three-valence condition, and
negative and neutral words in the two-valence condition. Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012)
conclusion of no age deficit is also supported by previous literature citing no age
differences in metamemory accuracy (Eakin & Hertzog, 2006; 2012; Connor, Hertzog, &
Dunlosky, 1997; Hertzog, Sinclair, & Dunlosky, 2010; Eakin, Hertzog, & Harris, 2014,
but see Souchay et al., 2007). These findings support a dissociation between the effect of
age on memory and metamemory processes. If such a dissociation exists, it supports the
conclusion that memory and metamemory processes are actually separate systems; rather
than being intertwined with one another. If both processes are similarly affected by aging,
memory and metamemory systems cannot be distinguished by their response to this
variable.
Findings from Experiment 1 of the current study, however, provide explicit
evidence of an age deficit in metamemory accuracy under certain conditions. These
results were not consistent with the hypothesis predicting that JOL accuracy would be
equal between younger and adults across emotional valence levels when individual
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categorization was used. Instead, older adults’ made inaccurate JOLs overall, and were
found to be accurate for only a small number of neutral words. Although this age-related
deficit in metamemory is inconsistent with the majority of the aging and metamemory
literature, there is evidence of a specific age-related deficit when predicting recall for a
list of positive and neutral words. Further, an age-related deficit under these specific
conditions suggest emotional valence may be treated differently than other factors when
making metamemory predictions.
Tauber and Dunlosky (2012) claimed to have ruled out the idea that older adults
were not able to combine multiple cues, citing findings demonstrating that age
differences were still observed when the number of emotional valence levels was reduced
from three to two. Further, they conducted metamemory serial position curves to test
whether JOLs were affected by the order in which they were made (Tauber & Dunlosky,
2012). Both age groups decreased their JOLs at a similar rate across serial positions,
demonstrating both older and younger adults accounted for serial position similarly when
making JOLs (Tauber & Dunlosky, 2012).
Although older adults were shown here to have the ability to account for multiple
cues, these findings do not prove that older adults actually do account for multiple cues.
In fact, an age deficit in JOL sensitivity suggested that among potential cues used to
inform JOLs, older adults did not account for emotional valence when making JOLs for
positive and neutral words in Tauber and Dunlosky’s study (2012). Examining older
adults’ ability to account for multiple cues potentially affecting recall may shed some
light on the reported age deficits in JOL accuracy for emotional words. Although studies
have shown that older adults can account for multiple cues (Hertzog, Hines, & Touron,
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2013; Tauber & Dunlosky, 2012), they may not necessarily have the effective strategy
use skills to engage in such a strategy on their own (Naveh-Benjamin, Brav, & Levy,
2007). Further, working memory capacity or executive functioning impairments may
hinder their ability to consider multiple factors affecting recall (Salthouse, 1994;
Salthouse, Atkinson, & Berish; 2003). Considering the general slowing hypothesis
(Cerella, 1990), any problems with older adults focusing on more than one potential
factor may be compounded by asking them to make timed JOLs, in a matter of seconds.
Potential age differences in multiple cue-utilization, supported by age deficits in
working memory capacity and executive functioning, may constrain older adults to only
focus on one piece of information to inform each JOL. Considering the general slowing
hypothesis (Cerella, 1990), the timed nature of JOLs may lead older adults to focus on
only one factor when making JOLs. Findings demonstrating that older adults are able to
use multiple cues to inform metamemory predictions show that older adults are able to
account for multiple cues in theory (Hertzog, Hines, & Touron, 2013); however, age
deficits in working memory and processing speed may influence them to focus on a
single cue in practice.
Emotional valence appears to be especially difficult for older adults to consider in
conjunction with information about the memorability of an individual word. Although
positive words are remembered better in the aggregate—and as older adults’ JOLs
showed, they were sensitive to this finding—accuracy is measured on a word-by-word
basis. Not every positive word is remembered and not every neutral word is forgotten.
Other factors influence memorability of any single word other than emotional valence.
However, if older adults particularly focused on emotional valence and could not also
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focus on other factors that predicted whether a particular word would be recalled, their
JOL accuracy would suffer. This supposition is supported by the finding that the
correlation between EVJs and JOLs was higher for the older adults than for the younger
adults.
Because this age-deficit is contrary to the bulk of the literature on aging and
metamemory, emotional valence could also be treated differently from other cues when
making metamemory assessments. Older adults’ JOLs were inaccurate for positive
words, which represented the bulk of the word list. Older adults may have overestimated
the effect of emotional valence on recall and given JOLs that were much higher for
positive than for neutral words than the actual recall results warranted; the mean
difference between recall for positive versus neutral words was not large. With 20 out of
28 words being categorized as positive, and only 7.4 recalled on average; higher JOLs
were typically incorrect, resulting in inaccurate JOLs. Older adults’ overestimation of the
emotional salience effect on recall is surprising, considering previous reports of a lack of
JOL sensitivity to the emotional valence effect on recall (Exp. 1 under normative
categorization; Tauber & Dunlosky, 2012). Yet, older adults have been shown to have a
tendency to focus on positive stimuli over neutral and negative stimuli (Spaniol et al.,
2008). Older adults may also tend to focus on positive aspects of words more than other
aspects such as cue accessibility or familiarity when making JOLs. In this sense,
emotional valence may have an inhibitive effect on metamemory awareness of other
factors contributing to recall. Ignoring factors with significant effects on recall in favor of
emotional valence could have led to the age deficits in metamemory obtained in the
current study.
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In Experiment 1, age deficits were observed in JOL accuracy, but not for JOL
sensitivity. These findings are consistent with the previous suppositions. If older adults
were over-reliant on emotional valence to inform their JOLs, JOL magnitude should vary
with emotional valence levels, demonstrating sensitivity to the effect of emotional
valence on recall. However, if reliance on emotional valence as a factor contributing to
recall actually inhibits information from other contributing factors, JOL accuracy will be
impaired. To explicitly examine reliance on emotional valence as a cue in Experiment 1,
gamma correlations were conducted between EVJs—an independent measure of
emotional valence—and JOLs. A small, but significant, correlation was revealed between
JOLs and continuous EVJs, demonstrating that JOLs were influenced by emotional
valence as judged on the same 100-point scale.
JOLs were significantly correlated with normative categorization of positive
versus neutral words for younger but not for older adults. Normative ratings of emotional
valence had no influence on older adults’ JOLs. Both age groups’ JOLs were correlated
with discrete EVJs, however, with older adults relying on emotional valence to a greater
extent than younger adults.
Along with JOL accuracy results, these correlations support the idea that older
adults overestimated the emotional salience effect on recall. Perhaps it is the extra
emotional context, or the recruitment of additional biological processes related to
emotion that influences older adults to focus on emotional valence when making JOLs.
Future research should examine older adults’ metamemory performance for a list of
emotional words when they are explicitly focused on the emotional valence of words
versus when they are focused on other factors such as cue accessibility or familiarity. If
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older adults’ JOLs are less accurate when focused on emotional valence, it would provide
evidence of emotional valence that emotional valence inhibited the use of other factors.
Independent Measures Inform Bases of Metamemory
A key distinction in the current study is that an independent measure of emotional
valence was included as a way to determine whether JOLs were made based on emotional
valence. Typically, the basis of metamemory predictions is determined by the degree to
which sensitivity varies with the levels of the experimental factor. Data showing that
metamemory assessments, such as JOLs, are sensitive to the effect of a factor, such as
emotional valence, on recall are used to support the conclusion that the metamemory
assessments were based on that factor. However, this indirect measure of the basis of
metamemory is not typically assessed independently. In the present study, emotional
valence was assumed to drive JOL magnitude, as evidenced by JOL sensitivity results.
However, without an independent measure of the experimental factor, emotional valence,
that conclusion cannot be made based on sensitivity alone. By taking independent
measures of emotional valence, such as the EVJs in this study, and correlating them with
JOLs, we were able to show that JOLs actually were based on emotional valence to a
degree. This additional evidence supports the JOL sensitivity results for the effect of
individually categorized emotional valence on recall.
However, not all of the variance was explained by emotional valence. These small
but significant correlations suggest that JOLs were based on emotional valence as well as
other mnemonic factors that were not independently measured, such as accessibility or
cue-familiarity (Koriat, 1993; Metcalfe et al., 1993). Although sensitivity can
demonstrate how a dependent measure responds to the experimental factor, it is an
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incomplete measure. An independent measure of the experimental factor is required in
order to support any conclusions that metamemory assessments are made based on the
factor. Considering the incomplete nature of sensitivity, conclusions should not be drawn
regarding the bases of assessments without an independent measure of the experimental
factor.
The lack of consistent emotional valence effects on memory provide another
indictment on normative categorization, in addition to its effect on metamemory results.
Tauber & Dunlosky (2012) found no evidence of positivity bias over negative words in
their study (Spaniol et al., 2008). In the present study, typical emotional salience effects
were not obtained in recall for positive versus neutral words when emotional valence was
normatively categorized. Although negativity bias predicts younger adults will recall
more negative than positive words, the opposite effect was found in Experiment 2 for
individually categorized positive and negative words (Kensinger, Garoff-Eaton, &
Schacter, 2003; Kensinger & Schacter, 2008, Charles et al., 2003). These inconsistencies
are reflective of a larger issue in the emotional valence literature. In the opposite fashion
of their predictions, older adults have exhibited negativity bias at times (Gruhn, Smith, &
Baltes, 2005; Tauber & Dunlosky, 2012), whereas younger adults have exhibited
positivity bias (Zimmerman & Kelley, 2010) or positivity effects (Charles, Mather, &
Carstensen, 2003). Effects demonstrating positivity bias and positivity effect in older
adults and negativity bias in younger adults, as the literature predicts, were typically
found using normative categorization of valence. Normative categorization of emotional
valence has consistently been shown to obscure free recall performance on a list of
emotional words in the current study.
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The fact that effects cited in the emotional valence literature are not consistently
replicated when using either normative or individual categorization raises questions
regarding their validity. These questions can only be answered by examining the effect of
individually experienced positive, neutral, versus negative emotional valence on memory.
Future research should examine whether the emotional valence effects cited in the
literature are consistently found using individual categorization of emotional words.
Future directions include extending older adults’ memory and metamemory
results to address negative words. Another avenue is to ask participants to make
emotional valence judgments before making JOLs. Older adults’ have been shown to
make more accurate predictions after explicit retrieval of contextual information
(Thomas, Bulevich, & Dubois, 2011). Asking participants to make EVJs requires explicit
retrieval of contextual information; therefore retrieval of this contextual information may
serve to improve JOL accuracy. On the other hand, if emotional valence inhibits the use
of other cues to inform JOLs, retrieval of emotional contextual information may impair
JOL accuracy.
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CONCLUSION
Experiments 1 and 2 highlighted the effects of normative categorization on
memory and metamemory results, helping to explain previously reported age differences
in metamemory for emotional words. These findings emphasize the importance of
recording an independent measure of the experimental factor, emotional valence in the
current study. The age deficits in JOL sensitivity reported by Tauber and Dunlosky
(2012) was not found when using individual categorization in Experiment 1, and can thus
be attributed to normative categorization of positive and neutral words.
Age deficits were found in older adults’ overall JOL accuracy in the current study,
extending the age deficits reported for positive and neutral words in specific conditions in
Tauber and Dunlosky’s (2012) study. Emotional valence, as measured independently,
influenced older adults’ JOLs to a greater degree than younger adults’ JOLs. The current
study demonstrates that older adults’ accounted for their emotional experience of positive
and neutral words when making metamemory assessments. Considering emotional
valence is accounted for by older adults, evidence supporting an age-related deficit in
metamemory accuracy for emotional words suggests older adults in the current study did
not account for other factors contributing to recall.
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EXPERIMENT 1 P/N RATINGS
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An independent-samples Mann-Whitney U Test was conducted on the number of
positive words between younger and older adults. This test is similar to an independentsamples t-test, but is appropriate for count data. A significant difference was obtained
between the two age groups, U = 257, p < .001. Older adults (Mdn = 20) categorized
significantly more words as positive compared to younger adults (Mdn = 17).
This finding is consistent with the emotional valence literature, suggesting that
younger and older adults perceive words differently in terms of their emotional valence.
Further, this result aligns with positivity bias and positivity effect, which suggest that
older adults focus more on positive words at encoding. This finding is a strong indicator
of age differences in perception of emotional valence, considering that words used in the
current study’s word list were normed as positive or neutral by both younger and older
adults. These results have implications on the use of standardized emotional valence
norms when examining age effects in memory and metamemory for emotional words.
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EXPERIMENT 1 EVJ MAGNITUDE
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EVJs were categorized as positive or neutral according to normative ratings, and
the repeated measures ANOVA was applied. The main effect of Age Group on EVJ
magnitude was significant, F(1, 65) = 4.742, p = .033, ηp2 = .07; Overall, EVJs were
lower for younger (M = 57.65, SE = 1.55) than for older adults (M = 62.98, SE = 1.89).
The main effect of Word Valence was significant, F(1, 65) = 474.17, p = <.01, ηp2 = .88;
EVJs were higher for positive (M = 77.77, SE = 1.28) than for neutral words (M = 42.87,
SE = 1.62). Although the interaction between Age Group and Word Valence was not
significant, F(1, 65) = 3.02, p = .087, ηp2 = .04, older adults did give higher EVJs to
neutral words than the young adults. Table 8 has the means for each condition.
EVJs were then categorized as positive or neutral according to the individual
participant’s discrete EVJ rating and the repeated measures ANOVA was applied. The
main effect of Age Group on EVJ magnitude was not significant, F(1, 65) = .078, p =.78,
ηp2 = < .01. Contrary to when the words were categorized according to the norms,

younger (M = 52.44, SE = 1.42) and older (M = 53.06, SE = 1.72) adults gave similar
EVJs for both positive and neutral words. The main effect of Word Valence was
significant, F(1, 65) = 829.58, p < .01, ηp2 = .93; EVJs were higher for positive (M =
78.08, SE = 1.2) than neutral words, (M = 27.43, SE = 1.61) overall. The interaction
between Age Group and Word Valence was not significant, F(1, 65) =.614,

p =.436,

ηp2 = .01 (see Table 8). Both younger and older adults gave higher EVJs to positive than

to neutral words. As expected, the main effect of Word Valence was not significant;
EVJs were higher for positive than for neutral words, regardless of Age Group. These
results suggest that the EVJ scale was used correctly, with higher values given to positive
words, and lower values given to neutral words.
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Table B1
Experiment 1 Mean EVJ Magnitude by Word Valence and Age Group
Word Valence

Age group
Younger adults

Older adults

Positive

76.49 (9.46)

79.04 (11.47)

Neutral

38.82 (14)

46.93 (11.40)

Positive

78.45 (8.71)

77.70 (10.96)

Neutral

26.42 (13.05)

28.43 (12.72)

Standardized Norms

P/N ratings

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses

The effect of Age Group was significant only when words were categorized by
the standardized norms. Older adults gave higher EVJs to neutral words than younger
adults, driving this age effect. Although the effect of Age Group was significant when
words were categorized by standardized norms, younger and older adults’ EVJs were
congruent when categorized according to P/N ratings.
When categorized by standardized norms, EVJs were averaged for 14 positive and
14 neutral words in each age group. When categorized by P/N ratings, EVJs were
averaged separately for the words rated positive (M = 18) or neutral (M = 10) by each
participant. Pointing out the variation in N between analyses helps to explain the
differences in EVJ magnitude between words categorized by standardized norms and by
individual P/N ratings. Some words deemed neutral by standardized norms were rated
positive by individual participants, and were therefore given high EVJs. When
categorized by P/N ratings, these words are now categorized as positive. The observed
differences in EVJ magnitude between analyses should be attributed to individual
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participants’ categorization of neutral words given high EVJs as positive. These high
EVJs increased the mean for neutral words in the first analyses, indicating less distinction
between EVJs for positive and neutral words.
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EXPERIMENT 2 NORMATIVE CATEGORIZATION RESULTS
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Normative Categorization
Free Recall
A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to analyze free recall for words
classified as positive, neutral, or negative by normative ratings. In the full-valence, fullEVJ scale condition, recall was not significantly different between emotional valence
levels F(2, 114) = 1.652, P = 1.96, ηp2= .028. Positive (M = .32, SE = .02), neutral (M =
.32, SE = .02), and negative (M = .28, SE = .02) words were equally likely to be recalled.
In the positive-neutral, positive-EVJ scale condition, the difference between positive (M
= .32, SE = .02) and neutral (M = .33, SE = .02) was not significant F(1, 40) < 1. In the
positive-neutral, full-EVJ scale condition, the main effect of emotional valence was not
significant F(1, 37) < 1 . Participants were no more likely to recall positive (M = .36, SE
= .02) than neutral (M = .35, SE = .03) words. Table 9 has the means for each condition.
Table C1
Experiment 2 Mean Proportion of Free Recall by Word Valence and Condition
Word Valence

Full-valence,
full-EVJ scale
n = 58
.32 (.15)
.32 (.16)

Condition
Positive-neutral,
positive EVJ scale
n = 42
.32 (.13)
.33 (.13)

Positive-neutral,
full-EVJ scale
n = 38
.36 (.15)
.35 (.16)

Negative

.28 (.14)

n/a

n/a

Discrete EVJs
Positive
Neutral
Negative

n = 57
.37 (.15)
.24 (.18)
.26 (.14)

n = 42
.37 (.16)
.25 (.14)
n/a

n = 34
.39 (.16)
.29 (.16)
.34 (.33)

Normative ratings
Positive
Neutral

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses
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JOL Magnitude
A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to analyze JOL magnitude for
words classified as positive, neutral, or negative by normative ratings. In the full-valence,
full-EVJ scale condition, Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had
been violated, χ2(2) = 18.80, p < .01, so a Greenhouse-Geisser test was used. JOL
magnitude was significantly different between levels of emotional valence (F(1.56,
88.70) = 3.90, P < .05, ηp2= .064). Post Hoc LSD tests reveal that positive (M = 56.672,
SE = 2.53) words received higher JOLs than neutral (M = 53.05, SE = 2.38) (p < .05), and
negative (M = 52.40 SE = 2.5) (p < .05) words. There was no significant difference
between JOLs for neutral and negative (p = .659). In the positive-neutral, positive-EVJ
scale condition, the difference between positive (M = 52.46, SE = 2.40) and neutral JOLs
(M = 47.32, SE = 2.79), was significant F(1, 40) = 16.9, p < .01, ηp2= .30. In the
positive-neutral, full-EVJ scale condition, the main effect of emotional valence was
significant F(1, 37) = 15.768, p < .01, ηp2= .30 . Participants gave higher JOLs to
positive (M = 58.73, SE = 2.5) than neutral (M = 53.40, SE = 2.65) words. Table 10 has
the means for each condition.
JOL Accuracy
A Goodman-Kruskal Gamma (G) correlation between JOLs and free recall
accuracy for each participant. A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to analyze
JOL accuracy between positive, neutral, and negatively normed words. In the fullvalence, full-EVJ scale condition, JOL accuracy was not significantly different between
levels of emotional valence (F(2, 102) = .854, p = .429, ηp2= .016).
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Table C2
Experiment 2 Mean JOL Magnitude by Word Valence and Condition
Word Valence

Condition
Word Valence Positive-neutral,
Full-valence, positive EVJ scale
full-EVJ scale

Normative ratings

n = 58

Positive-neutral,
full-EVJ scale

n = 41

n = 38

Positive

56.67 (19.25)

52.46 (15.34)

58.73 (15.43)

Neutral

53.05 (18.13)

47.32 (17.89)

53.40 (16.34)

Negative

52.40 (19.01)

n/a

n/a

Discrete EVJs

n = 57

n = 40

n = 34

Positive

58.52 (18.01)

54.59 (15.08)

58.98 (15.91)

Neutral

51.66 (19.23)

42.70 (18.79)

49.19 (17.70)

Negative

52.34 (18.75)

n/a

49.50 (23.35)

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses

Post Hoc LSD tests reveal that JOLs for positive words (M = .41, SE = .06) were
equally as accurate as JOLs for neutral (M = .41, SE = .07), and negative (M = .30, SE =
.07) words. There was also no significant difference in JOL accuracy for neutral and
negative (p = .254) words. In the positive-neutral, positive-EVJ scale condition, the
difference between positive (M = .22, SE = .07) and neutral (M = .46, SE = .07) JOL
accuracy was significant F(1, 40) = 5, p < .05, ηp2= .11. In the positive-neutral, full-EVJ
scale condition, the main effect of emotional valence was not significant F(1, 37) < 1.
Participants gave equally accurate JOLs to positive (M = .33, SE = .05) and neutral (M =
.26, SE = .07) words. Table 11 has the means for each condition.
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Table C3
Experiment 2 Mean JOL Accuracy by Age Group and Valence Type
Word Valence

Condition
Full-valence,
full-EVJ scale
n = 52

Positive-neutral,
positive EVJ scale
n = 42

Positive-neutral,
full-EVJ scale
n = 38

Positive

.41 (.43)*

.22 (.45)*

.33 (.33)*

Neutral

.41 (.52)*

.46 (.46)*

.26 (.42)*

Negative

.30 (.52)*

n/a

n/a

Discrete EVJs
Positive

n = 44
.47 (.35)*

n = 38
.26 (.36)*

n = 38
.28 (.40)*

Normative ratings

n = 34
Neutral

.24 (.55)*

.35 (.51)*

.11 (.65)
n = 17

Negative

.30 (.54)*

n/a

Note. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses
Gamma correlations significantly greater than 0
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.34 (.88)
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